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Abstract
A regional flood estimation procedure has been developed by correlation analysis of
peak flood flows aL gauged, sites against measured basin characteristics in
catchments of the Mt Lofty Ranges near Adelaide in south Australia- From various
topographic a¡rd meteorological characteristics of the catchments, eleven
independent variables were selected for the analysis. Dependent variables wele
avoided. Sets ofequations have been developed for average recurrence intervals of2
to 200 years. These equations depending on availability and suitability of data, can
be used to estimate flood frequency curves at any ungauged site for appropriate
catchments in the region of analysis. sAS computer statistical package was used to
obtain regression coefficients for all the derived equations.
In the study undertaken, the LPIII distribution was found to perform the best from
the ten distribution types analysed to represent the frequency distribution of flood
flows. The goodness of fit of the distribution to the peak flow series has been
assessed using the'difference test' and'chi-square test'. The distribution types were
ranked according to the test values. A homogeneity test following Langbein's
theory, was applied to the region, but this proved to be unsatisfactory' Further
testing was undertaken using cluster analysis.
I
Abstract
The hydrometric archiving system, ITYDSYS waf¡ used extensively for the analysis
of flood. flows. Twenty two catchments were selected as being suitable for the
analysis. The streamflow records and some catchment characteristics information
were obtained from Engineering and water supply Department of south Australia'
Analysis of peak flows was carried out for both annual and partial series. A revised
analysis has been made for annual' series by discarding low and zero values from the
data set. A flood frequency analysis computer proglam was modifred to discard low
values and adjust the probability accordingly'
The results were compared to those of the probabilistic rational method for the
region and it was found that the proposed regional method provided an improved
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In hydrology, "Flood Estimation" refers to the speciflrcation of a design flood
regardless of the method used to derive the required estimate. Peak flood flow
estimations are required in the design of flood control projects, flood plain
mapping, planning and designing of all kinds of water resource development
projects such as bridges, dams, reservoir spillways as well as storm drainage,
and highway drainage. There are many available methods which are currently
used in practice, but improved methods are needed that a¡e reliable, and easily
applicable to schemes of all sizes.
I
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Projects based on a "design flood" require an estimate of the magnitude and
frequency of flood peaks at the site of the structure. The magnitude of a design
flood is estimated for a particular frequency of occurrence, expressed as the
"retunn period" ofthe flood. The return period can also be expressed as average
exceedance probability (AEP) where frequency analysis is based on annual series
data or average recurrence interval (ARI) where frequency analysis is based on
partial series data. ARI is defrned as the average interval between years in
which a given discharge is exceeded, whether once or more than once (IE.Aust,
1987). A flood peak of recurrence interval of 50 years (QtrO), represents the peak
d.ischarge that has an average probability of occurrence of once in 50 years,
although it may occur more frequently in any 50 year period.
There are two methods available for estimating floods on ungauged catchments
(Boyd, 1978 & Heiler et al., L974) as follows :
(i) Rainfall based procedures
(ü) Runoff based procedures
Firstly the rainfall based procedures produce an estimate for the design flood by
using runoff producing rainstorms and applying some type of rainfall-runoff
relationship. This procedure assumes that past meteorological conditions are
representative of those which will occur in the future (Victorov, l97I). This
method has the advantage that usually rainfall records are longer than stream
flow records but are subjected to uncertainties in the converting models.
Secondly the runoff based procedures develop a flood frequency distribution from
the series of maximum flood peaks using stream flow records directly. For
ungauged catchments regional flood frequency methods require calculated
relationships for estimation of peak flows. They assume that the meteorological
2
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events and watershed characteristics which determine runoff remain essentially
unchanged (Victorov, 197 1).
The flood frequency method could be considered the most reliable method when a
Iong period of record is available to establish the appropriate probability
distribution
The necessity of analysing flood flows is universally accepted since the analyses
govern the planning and design of projects that are susceptible to flood damage.
There are many techniques which have been developed for flood estimation for
ungauged aïeas but there is no single method which is universally accepted for
flood frequency analysis.
Many hydrologic design problems occur at sites where stream flow data are
unavailable. At these ungauged locations, it is necessary to use either an
uncalibrated estimation method or an empirical equation that is based on a
regionalisation of peak flows estimated from available gauged data (Shrader,
1981). Usually empirical equations are developed by regressing observed peak
flows.
Regional flood estimation techniques are recommended for use in Australia for a
number of states (IE.Aust, 1987). These methods have the advantage that they
produce estimates of flood magnitudes for ungauged catchments. Using regional
methods, information concerning flood peaks in a catchment can be inferred from
other catchments of similar characteristics which are consistent with the
available peak flow records over a large area. It is usually assumed that there is
no change in the nature of the factors causing floods when estimating flood flows
using past records. The recorded data are considered as a sample of a common
statistical population (Dalrymple, 1960).
J
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The purpose of the regional analysis undertaken, is to develop a relationship
between observed flood flows and catchment characteristics which possibly could
be used in ungauged catchments for estimating or predicting the magnitude of
flood events. The method which gives the best frt to the data for the range of
design flood flows is presumably the most reliable method for use.
L.2 Objectives
The aim of the project is to develop a better method for flood estimation of peak
flows which could also be applied in any ungauged site for catchments similar to
those of Mt Lofty Ranges. The regional flood frequency study consists of two
parts. The frrst part is the development of basic frequency curyes representing
the relation between peak flood flows and annual exceedance probability or
average recurrence interval. The second part is the development of the
relationship between the peak flood flows and different physical and topographic
characteristics of the drainage basins to enable estimates of flood flows at any
point in the region.
A number of criteria need to be satisfred by the method:
1. Accuracy and reliability;
2. Applicability to the region being examined;
3. The ability to be applied in an easy and timely way; and
4. The method should use data that is readily available.
To obtain a method to satisfy the above criteria the following strategy was
adopted :
A: Examination of information such as:
4
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1. The avail,ability, adequacy and accuracy of observational data;
2.Ttre homogeneity and stationarity of records;
3. The occurrence and nature of outliers; and
4. The selection of the appropriate plotting position.
B: Analyses of probability distributions of data including:
1. The method of parameter estimation to be used; and
2. The selection of the most appropriate distribution type.
C: To develop a regional relationship taking into account of:
1. The applicability of the developed regression equations at ungauged
sites;
2. The relationship between the catchment characteristics; and
3. Comparison with alternative methods of flood estimation.
1.3 Flood Frequency Analysis
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief introduction to some practical
aspects of flood frequency analysis.
The frrst approach of predicting the magnitude and frequency of flood values is to
frt an appropriate probability distribution to the observed data. There are many
probability distribution types available that can be frtted to an observed dataset
but the distribution type which gives the best frt to the data and is appropriate
should be selected for the frequency analysis. The probability distribution model
can be used to predict flood flows of any ARI at ungauged sites'
Among the probability distributions described in the literature, the one adopted
in this study is Log Pearson Type III distribution which is recommended by the
5
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research carried out in U.S.A (Singh, 1987) and also recommended for Australian
conditions (McMahon et al., 1980, IE.Aust, 1987). This distribution type has
been widely used before in different studies and has proved to be applicable in
most cases. It has been found especially suitable for flood frequency analysis
(Phien et al., 1984).
The most diffrcult area associated with the practical application of probability
distributions is the method of frtting the distribution to the data. In this study,
ten probability distribution t5pes are taken and LPIII is chosen for the flood
frequency analysis, which is discussed latter (Chapter 4).
When analysing the flood frequency of peak flood values, four main
characteristics are relevant:
c appropriate treatment of outliers and adjustment of probability;
' homogeneity of the region;
. the appropriate probability distribution type; and
. frtting of the distribution to the observed values.
1.4 Regionalisation
Regionalisation is a procedure to extend the known stream flows to regions
where no stream flow records exist. Regional analysis is concerrred with
extending hydrological records in space as distinct from extending them in time
(Taylor et al., 1976). Regionalisation, which allows the basins to be treated in
groups, has been used extensively throughout the world. Using a regionalisation
technique, the frequency curves for ungauged catchments can be developed
where limited physical catchment characteristics are available.
6
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A good defrnition of regionalisation can be cited from Potter et al. (1971):
"Regionalisation is a simple process in that short-record catchment statistics are
adjusted with respect to the statistics of a nearby long-record catchment
according to the degtee ofcorrelation between the annual floods for each year of
record for the two catchments. If there is no correlation there is no adjustment'"
Regional analysis can be carried out only under the condition that the stations
subjected to the study belong to the same homogeneous region. Under these
circumstances, regional frequency analysis can be used in catchments where
records are short or unavailable.
There are a number of disadvantages in regionalisation (NERC, 1975). It is a
simple matter to group the data into regions, but there may be difficulty in
assigning a new catchment to a particular region. Any rules for defining regions
could be arbitrary. This could be especially severe if two adjoining regional
equations were to give widely different estimates for the mean annual flood for a
particular catchment. Secondly, some of the regions may have records from few
gauging stations which would make it diffrcult to estimate the regression
equation for that region.
Two broad categories of regionalisation procedures have been widely used (Kirby
et al., 1987):
. the index flood method introduced by Dalrymple (1960); and
. the multiple regression approach introduced by Benson (1962)'
The index flood method of regionalisation expresses the flood frequency curve at
any site in a homogeneous region as the product of an index flood at the site and
a dimensionless regional frequency curve. The index flood approximates the
mean annual flood at the site. The multiple regression method of regionalisation
7
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uses individual flood frequency analyses of flood records at each site to frt
reg¡ession equations which can be written in the form (Kirby et aI., 1987) :
log Qt = log a + blogA+ clogR + ......+llogCv
Details of this method have been described in Chap 5
The regionalisation procedure therefore can be divided into two steps:
. an analysis of each gauging station record to develop a flood frequency curye
for each station and
. combining these flood frequency curves so that a resulting frequency curve






It is logicaþ assumed that past records are the best indicator of the probabi-lity
of the future occrurence of a flow of a given magnitude. The accuracy of any
flood magnitude estimation method depends upon the availability of good data
records. The vital element in the design flood procedure is a sufÊcient length of
stream flow records as the reliability of flood frequency estimates are directly
related to the length of the records. A long record of stream flow is desirable to
9
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have a confident estimate of flood flow for any given ARI.
A regional flood estimation study has been undertaken in Mt Lofty Ranges in
Adelaide, South Australia (Figure 2.1). The location of all the catcÏ¡-ments 
for the
Mt Lofty Ranges a¡e shown in Figure 2.2. The numbers in catchment areas
represent catchment-no in Table 2.1. Twenty two stations have been selected 
for
the analysis. For the convenience of readers aII catchments in the Mt Lofty
Ranges are listed in Table 2.1.
The Engineering and water supply Department of south Australia supplied the
stream flow data necessary for this research. Among the 40 stations, 22 wete
found suitable for the analysis in terms of data availability. Many of these
stations were excluded because of discontinuous records. Little Pa¡a River'
south Para River and Gawler River were excluded from the analysis as 
stream
flows were affected by the reservoirs in the catchments though they are quite
important catchments with long records'
Burra creek, wakefreld River, HilI River and Hutt River fall outside the Mt
Lofty Ranges and land cover information wasi unavailable. so these catchments
were discarded from the analysis. A separate analysis could be carried out by
forming a¡rother group with the catchments that fall outside of the Mt Lofty
Ranges. As only four catchments were available which \\'/ere spread over 
a wide
area, it was decided to concentrate on the catchments in Mt Lofty Ranges only'
It is important in data collection that hydrometric stations are maintained' the
gauge height is measured as accurately as possible and the rating table for high
flows be established from as many high flow gaugings as possible'
10
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TABLE 2.1
List of Catchments in Mt lofty Ranges (EWS)







































North Para Yaldara *
Marne River *
Tanunda Creek
North Para Mt.McKenzie *
South Para South-East Gawler
Warren
South Para




























































Little Para U/S Fault
Carisbrooke
Millbrook







































2.2 Quality of Records
The climate in south Australia is such that there is a natural tendency for
streams to have either long periods of 'no flow' or 'Iow base flow'' For some
gauging stations, observed peak flow values are very low such as for sturt River
and First Creek these values tend to reduce the accuracy of the developed model.
In the case ofFirst creek, for 13 years ofrecord the peak flow values varies from
0.11 to 2.8 m3/s, but in one other year the peak value is 10'14 m3/s becattse a
bush flrre destroyed all vegetation in that year. This station is included in the
analysis because of the need to include as many stations as possible'
The basis of the entire procedure is to develop a flood frequency model which will
be able to approximate the true peak discharge at any ARI which partly depends
on the availability of length of records. A suffrcient length of record is required
to obtain the desired degree of accuracy of the model. The range of record length
of the gauging stations used in this study is 9 to 20 years. Periods of record are
listed in Table 2.2. with a mærimum of 20 years of record, peak discharges
above the 20 year ARI from any developed model is somewhat suspect' Even to
estimate the 20 year ARI discharge, a much longer record is needed than that
which is available now.
Missing records or discontinuous data could possibly change the statistics of a
particular station's record and it is quite possible that a signifrcant event could
t4
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have occurred during the missing period. The stream flow data has been
carefuIly checked. and the stations adopted in this study have continuous flow
records.
In IryDsys (Heweston and DanieII, 1988), a routine called Hypeaks, exami¡es
the flow record to select the a¡nual, partial and monthly values and plots LPIII
distribution for these series. Zero flows would have an effect on the statistical
distribution ie logarithmic mean, standard deviation, and skew coefTicient 
which
a¡e the essential parameters for LPIII distribution. Most of the stations used in
this study contain a number of low values, Some values are almost zero such as
for Inverbrackie Creek 0.01 m3/s and for Torrens River 0'04 m3/s which have
been used in the analysis. Therefore logarithms of these low values can distort
the analysis. In the case of First creek, the logarithmic mean is negative 
(-0'93)
and coefTicient of variation is (-5'67) because of extremely low values' Zero and
low flows can be adjusted accord,ing to IE.Aust (1987) but there is no scope to
adjust the probability of low values in IIÐsYs. In this study, the regional
regression method has been carried out with the values of LPIII distribution
analysed by ITYDSYS and also a revised analysis has been done by discarding
extremely low values when necessar:¡ using ws06 computer package' Details
have been described in ChaPter 5.
However the model was tested excluding the First Creek station and no
signifrcant difference was noticed, therefore it was decided to use this particular
station in the analYsis.
15
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TAB.LE 2.2






















































U/S Dam and Rd bridge
Scott Bottom
4.5 km wnw Kangarilla
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2.3 Catchment Area
There is some doubt about i¡slurling large areas as well as small areas in 
groups
for the same analysis. Baron et a1.(1980) have taken 100 km2 as the upper 
limit
of ,small, though it is diffrcult to specify the threshold catchment area between
small and large. It was reported in this paper that hyd¡ological characteristics of
small catchments exhibit greater variability than those of large catchments'
Also small catchments are relatively homogeneous in physical characteristics
and rainfall is more uniform than over large catchments. In this study, the
range of catchment areas undertaken is 5'01 km2 to 708 km2 (Table 2'2)' It car-
be clearly seen that there is a large variation of area whereas most of the
catchments are small. Table 2.3 has been compiled showing catchment size and
number of years of record.
The effect of storages, number of farm dams, non-uniformity of rainfall intensity
on large catchments compared to small ones, has been discussed extensively in
the paper of Baron et aI. (1980). It may be better to treat small and large
catchments as separate populations with their own relationships developed but
because ofscarcity ofdata alt ofthem have been considered as one group in this
study. Past studies have taken gauging stations from a homogeneous region as
one group (NERC, tgl'),which encourages the grouping of the Mt Lofty Ranges
catchments as a single data base.
One method. to test the differences between the two types of catchments is to
separate the areas into both small and large population groups and to compare it
with the mixed population but to carry out this sufficient data is needed, which
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between 800 to 500 kmz there are two catchments as shown in Table 2'3'
Therefore with only with three stations fallins in the large category, it is
considered. there is an insufficient number of catchments for separate analysis of
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2.4 Catchment DescriPtion
Twenty two catchments have been initially selected for this study' All of them
are in the Mt Lofiy Ranges. According to land use categories, these catchments
may be divided into three areas (Laut et al., 1977): the very intensively used
Iands adjacent to Adetaide, the intensive gtazing lands of Fleurieu Peninsula
and the easþrn plateau, and the arable farming and grazing areas of the
remainder of the Province.
The intensive land use areas in the Adetaide region include the urban aleas'
horticulture, farms etc. Further east and south, mixed livestock gtazin'g
dominates the pattern of rural land. use. Farm dams are widely used to irrigate
small areas of pastures. In the remainder of the province, grazing of sheep and
some beef cattle occur through 90% of the region, while cereal cultivation and
Iivestock grazíng are practised on the plains and the lower ridges.
Most of the catchment characteristics have been derived from Glatz (1985) and
EWS Report No. 26 (1986)'
Angas River : Situated in lower Murray River basin, a low woodland, mostly
rural area. Land use is mainÌy sheep and cattle grazing. Most of the catchments
are frlled with scattered trees and a small portion with dense ridges on quartzite
and schist land.
Finniss River : I¿wer Murray River catchment with land use varying from
forestry to dairy farming and mixed agriculture. Permian fluvioglacial sands in
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soils are deep to moderately deep, with rock outcrops on ridges. slope and crests
with woodland and oPen forest.
Manre River : I¡wer Murray River catchment with land use of sheep gtazíng
and cropping. consists of structu¡ally controlled ridges with steep slopes of
metasiltstone, greywacke and phyllite with odorata Iow woodland vegetation
cover
Currency Creek : I¡wer Murray River catchment with land use varying from
sheep and. cattle grazing to dairy farming. AII areas are used for livestock
grazing. Ridges on grey\ilacke, and remnants of Tableland with open scrub.
soils are deep to moderately deep and are imperfectly drained.
Bremer River : An undulating plain on tillite, with a¡eas of colcrete merging
into alluvial fans, situated in lower Murray River basin. The upland consists of
structurally controlled, ridges with steep slopes. Livestock grazing a¡d rotational
cereal cropping are the dominant land uses.
Mt Barker Creek : Situated in lower Murray River Basin. Sheep grazing, dairy
farming are dominant land uses, whereas a little portion is urbanised. Ridges on
meta-siltstone, slate and phyllite soils.
Dawesley Creek : Lower Murray River catchment with mainly sheep gtazing
and dairy farming land uses. Rid.ges on phyllite and schist with minor quartzite.
Ilindmarsh River : Situated in Fleurieu Peninsula basin, with sheep and cattle
grazing and dairy farming land uses. Both pastures and crops are used for
grazing. Aseries oflow dissectedridges with a cover ofopen parkland over soYvn
pastures and cereaL crops.
2L
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My¡ronga River : situated in Myponga River basin where dairy farming is
dominant land use. An lndulating plainland with soil type varying with silt and
sands overlain by limestone at western boundary to slate and tillite along
northern catchment bou:rdary.
scott creek : onkaparinga River basin catchment with mainly cattle grazing
and hobby farming land. uses. Predominantly dense natural scrub with steep
sided slopes and remnants of open scrubby Tableland'
Baker Gully : Onkaparinga River basin catchment with livestock grazing'
Predominantly dense to medium natural scrub with several small pockets of pine
plantation and some dairying properties. Tertiary sands and clays in western
region. Steep slopes with a portion of scrubby Tableland'
Onkaparinga River : Onkaparinga River basin catchment' Common land uses
are grazing dairying, poultry farming, market gardening, orchards and
afforestation. Ridges on siltstone and slate soil type and remnants of scrubby
Tableland.
Echunga Creek : Situated in Onkaparinga River basin with mixed farming
land use. There are small pockets of pine forest plantation and some areas of
dairy farming. Tertiary sands along eastern a¡d southern boundaries while
siltstone and slate are main soil type. Predominantly medium natural scrub on
generally rolling hills.
Lenswood Creek : An undulating catchment situated in Onkaparinga River
basin, predomina¡tly used for intensive horticulture, mainly apple orchards'
22
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Inverbrackie creek : An undulating upland mainly plain with occasionally
hills. The main land use is sheep and cattle gtazíng, also some plantation and
vineyards.
Aldgate River : An undulating to hilly high parkland, Onkaparinga River basin
catchment with urbanised land and proterozoic slate type soil'
Torrens River : An undulating upland plain, Torrens River basin catchment
with palaezoic metamorphosed siltstone soil type' sheep and cattle grazing is
main land use with some pine plantation and vineyards'
First Creek : An undulating land in Torrens River basin' Land use is mainly
natural vegetation. Proterozoic siltstone and quartzite soil type.
Sturt River : An urbanised land situated. in Torrens River basin' Ridges on
phyllite and slate with quartzite and a portion is Tableland with open scrrrb'
sixth creek : Torrens River basin catchment, with forested hills and ridges on
siltstone, phyllite and minor quartzite. Main land uses are sheep and cattle
grazing, orchards etc.
North Para River : Gawler River basin catchment, arnong the catchments, onc
in Penrice and other one in T\rrretfield. Land uses in both catchment are mainly
sheep and cattle grazing with some vineyards and cropping' Relatively plain
Iand siltstone soil with minor granite in south'




















































































































































































































A.A.R = Average Annual Rainfait measured from 
1:100,000 Isoheytal map.
** N.F.D = No. of Farm Dams measured from 1:50,000 
Topographic map'




























































































































The estimation of flood magnitudes of a given return period are required for
planning and design of various river basin projects. The principal of analysing flood
magnitude on a probabitity basis is now universally accepted. Important steps in
the regional flood frequency approach are:
26
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The selection and extraction of the appropriate flood events to be analysed 
from
the continuous record of stream flow at each station and calculation of the
probability of each event;
The establishment of an average recurrence interval of the design event which a
structure should, be abie to accommodate satisfactorily;
The selection of outliers, low and high, which might have considerable effect on
ultimate analysis; arrd
The problem to defrne the boundaries of the homogeneous region and adoption of
a method, testing whether the catchments considered fali in the same regional
population or whether some of them should be excluded from the region'
3.2 Selection of Data Series
In the analysis of flood frequency data, flood data can be listed by one of the two
approaches, either "Annual Flood Series" or "Partia,l Flood Series"' It is possible to
transform average recurrence interva-ls in the partial series to those in the annua-l
series (Langbein, 1949). In this study both types of series have been considered in
the analysis and an effort was made to frnd the best one' It was found that the
annua-l series gave a better correlation between observed flood data and estimated
flood data from the developed model at each ARI although the partial series appears
to be mole attractive as it gives the prospect to utilise a gleater and more relevant
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3.2.L Annual Flood Series
The annual flood series is an array of values consisting of the highest peak flow
event in each Yêtr, a very simple statistical treatment of flood peaks' The 
ennual
series provides more satisfactory results for the more infrequent floods while there is
a possibility of misleading results for the more frequent events. one objection in
using annual series is that it uses only one flood in each year while the second
highest flood in a given year may outrank many other annual flood peaks, especially
in Australian rivers, where a great variability in stream flow is observed'
The use of annual series has one advantage in that there is usually no dependency
between successive flood peaks, therefore the peaks can be considered independent
of each other, except on the change from one year to another' The annual series
method was regarded as the best method among the statistical methods for flood
estimates in the 1950s, white now partial series is gaining popularity by eliminating
the disadvantages of the annual series.
3.2.2 Partial Flood Series
The partial series is an array of aII flood values exceeding some arbitrary base level
regardless of any given time period or year in which they occur, which resolves the
objection noted under annual series. In a partial series there may be a number of
values from one year, while there may be no values at all from other years when the
base level is not reached.. For a short length of record, this series can extract the
maximum amount of information from the data. One objection in using partial
28
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series is that the floods listed may not be fully independent events ie the occulTence
of one flood is dependent on the previous one. The partial series faces other
difficulties (Potter et eI, 1971), Such as :
o
a
Most of the published methods use the annual series because they have been
developed for longer records which then can not be directly applied to partial
series and also because of simplicity of analysis; and
The theoretical frequency distribution which is normally applied to flood analysis
generally only applies to the annual series'
To defrne the partial series properly, the two criteria needed to be defrned a¡e the
base discharge and independency ofthe peaks' '
3.2.2.L Selection of Base Period
To develop a partial series the selection of a base discharge qg called the threshold is
uldertaken, so that peaks exceeding this value can be considered in the series'
There is a large dispute about choosing the base discharge which is discussed in
detail in IE.Aust (1987). McDermott a¡d Pilgrim (1982) showed in their paper that
when K is considered equal to N, where K is the no of peaks exceeding threshold and
N is the no of years, the data gives the best frtting for LPIII. For Australia it is
reconunended that the value of the base discharge should be such that the ratio of K
to N is lower (IE.Aust, 1987), which is followed in this study. As there is no specifrc
accepted method to select base discharge, the bias in selection can affect the
statistical parameters of the series (Laurenson, 1987). The th¡eshold selected can
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be mod.ifred as more data becomes available although changes in the threshold are
not desirable once selected.
Figure 8.1 shows the sketch of the process. The time t is measured from tg. The
peaks exceeding the base discharge (over qg) are indicated by their magnitudes as
shown. Values to include "¡'s e1, 
q2, qB, q4, q5 arrd qi, while qi-1 should be












Figure 3.1 Stream flow hydrograph for a time interval (0,t)
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3.2.2.2 criteria for Independence of Flood Peaks
one of the drawbacks of the partial series approach is that successive items in the
series may not be independent as successive peak magnitudes are sometimes
conelated. The dependency of partial peak magnitude depends on the time between
successive peaks. IE.Aust (1987) recommended that the flood peaks should be
separated by a time of (5+lnA) days, where A is the catchment a¡ea in square miles,
with the add.itional requirement that intermediate flows should drop to below 757o of
the lower of the two separate flood peaks. This may only be suitable for catchments
larger than 1000 tm2 OE.Aust, 1987). The above two criteria ïvere not possible to
follow completely in this study as all of the catchments used in this analysis are
smaller than 1000 km2'
The independency was checked by plotting flood peaks for each station against time
and the independent peaks were sorted out using subjective judgement' From
Figure 3.1 peak o3 is dependent on Q2,while all other peaks are independent.
g.Z.Z.gRelationship between Annual Series and Partial Series
To avoid the problems associated with the use of partial series, Langbein (1949)
developed a relationship between partial series and annual series. The probability
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where,
In annual flood series,
n= 1,
N = total no. ofyears ofrecord
D. = âvêrâgê no. offloods per year
m = order of magnitude beginning'ñrith the highest
mD_ 
-r-N
In a partial duration series it is not necessary to define n, since the equation:
Pn= e
The equation defrnes the annual expectancy of recumence of a flood that is equal to
or greater than magnitude m.
Hence in this case
m
N
Or the probability of anY flood is
P=9
n
and the complementary probability of a flood equal to or less than magnitude m is
(1 -eln).
Accordingly, the probability of a flood of magnitude m being a maximum of the n
floods in a year will be :
P= (1 -eln)n = e-t
where, P represents the probability of a flood of magnitude m, being an annual
flood., and e represents its expectancy, m./n among all floods in the partial series'
From this relationship the recurrence intervals of partial series can be transferred to
those of annuaL series. The following table shows comparative values of recurence
intervals by the two methods (Langbein, 1949):
e
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For the purpose of estimating the flood frequency distribution, there is a need to
calculate the probability plotting position to plot flood peaks against recurrence
interval or exceedance probability. The analysis of flood data starts by arranging
the flood peaks according to their magnitude, where the flood of the highest peak
flow in the group ofN years flood is rank 1 and so on.
In flood frequency analysis, the plotting position is the probability of a flood. The
reciprocal of probability is expressed in terms of years which is cal,Ied the retwn
period or recurrence interval or its reciprocal exceedance probability (Zhang, 1982).
The term ARI can be defined as an average interval of time within which the
--JJ
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magnitude of the event wiII be equalled or exceeded once. A flood having a ARI of
50 years has a 2 percent chance of occurring in any year and similarly a flood with a
ARI of 100 years has a 1 percent chance of occurring in any year.
Plottiag positions have been widely used in hydrologic frequency analysis for
different purposes such as to estimate the magnitude of hydrologic events and its
corresponding probability of occurrence, to detect outliers, to frt distributions to data
and to assess the adequacy of the frt (Nguyen et al., 1989). A probability plotting
position formula which can be applied to all of the flood data available is needed'
Plotting of recorded data relates peak flows to frequency of occurrence.
A number of plotting position formulae have been proposed and used in hydrologic
practice. Among them the most widely used is the Hazen and Weibull formula.
Many of the formulae are simply an extension of the Weibull formula. The V/eibull
rule was known to be unbiased in terms of probability for systematic records only,
while it was found to be biased in case of non uniform distributions, especially for
positive skewed distributions (Cunnane, 1978). If the objective of the probability
plot is to obtain an unbiased probability estimate corresponding to a particular
value, then the Weibutl formula is the mostly favoured. This formula is widely
accepted because (Cunnane, 1978) :
. it has a theoretical interpretation; and
. it satisfies Gumbel's plotting postulates which are assumed to be necessary
conditions
Gumbel (1947) stated. four prerequisites to be satisfred by any plotting position
formula. These were :
1. The plotting position must be such that all observations can be plotted.
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2. The return period of a value equal to or larger than, the largest observation and
the return period of a value equal to or smaller than, the smallest observation
should converge towards N, the number of the observations.
3. The observations should be equally spaced on the frequency scale, that is the
difference between the plotting positions of the (m+l)th and the m'th observation
should be a function of n only and independent of m'
4. The plotting position ought to be analytically simple and have an intuitive
meaning.
But cunnane (1978) expressed doubt concerning Gumbel's piotting position
postulates. The criteria that requires the largest va-Iue in a sample of size N to be
plotted at return period N does not seem to take into account the facts of statistical
theory (Cunnane, 1978).
According to Nguyen et aL. (1989) it is preferable to develop a specifrc plotting
position formula for each particular d.istribution. In addition, the unbiased plotting
position formulae introcluced by cunnane (1978) have been found to be suitable for
various hydrologic frequency analyses.
Nguyen et al. (1989) suggested a simple unbiased plotting position formula which
can provide a better approximation of the exact probabilities than those given by
several existing plotting formulae. Hirsch and Stedinger (1986) introduce some
piotting formulae which consider bias in probability arrd bias in discharge, where
bias in probability is ind,ependent of the d.istribution but bias in discharge depends
on the distribution. Five different plotting position formulas based on traditionaL
rules an¿ exceedance rules were used in this paper and the methods were compared
in terms of their effects on flood frequency estimation by the curve fr'tting method.
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The plotting position is relatively unbiased in terms of discharge rather than in
terms of probabilitY.
The general formula for plotting position (pp) of an observed flood in terms of
exceedance probability can be written as (IE'Aust, 1987) :
where,
m = Rank of the flood in the series. (ie rank of the highest peak is 1)
N = Number of Years of record
cr = A constant
For the best 'goodness of fit' different values of o are considered. The values of cr
adopted are listed as follows :
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TABLE 3.1


























The above formulae have been tested for the annual and partial series. cunnane
formula (6¡ = 0.4) is the best for the partial series. Although the WeibuII formula 
(o
= 0) g¡ves the better result for LPIII, LN, LG, LP in the annual series than the
Cunnane formula. In this study the Cunnane f'ormula has taken for both a¡nual
and partial series for uniformity. In case of the monthly series it gives almost the
same result as the partial series. In Table 3.2 and 3.3 a comparison of plotting
position formulae is shown from the 'goodness of frt' test for both a¡nual and partial
series. Details of the 'good.ness of frt'test are described in Chapler 4'
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TABLE 3.2
Comparison of goodness of ht results for different plotting position for LPIil
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TABLE 3.3
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3.4 Outliers
In flood frequency analysis the term "outlier" is used to i¡dicate the events that
depart signifrcantly from the trend of the other observed flood data in the sample.
The outliers can simply be detected as the points that fall outside of the íVo and 95%
confrdence limits. In Figure 3.2, there are two outliers that fall outside the
confidence band though they are very close to the confidence limit curve. The
existence of outliers can have an impact on the computed flood frequency curve and
therefore the outliers need to be examined. If the outliers are simply discarded from
the data set, the results of the estimation might be distorted. On the other hand if
the sample is analysed using suitable statistical methods, the results of the
estimation could be biased. So the retention, modifrcation or deletion of outliers can
affect the statistical parameters computed from the data. AII procedures for treating
outliers ultimately require judgement involving both mathematical and hydrological
considerations (IE.Aust, 1987).
From a statistical point of view, there may be two causes for the presence of outliers'
Firstly it may be because of violation of some external factors such as personal
negligence or gross error of measurement which may cause some unreasonably high
or low observations. The second cause can be that some outliers may result entirely
from the fact that all observations in the sample arise from a long tailed distribution
(Siyi, 1987).
However to make an objective judgement, in this study an outlier test has been
carried out. The procedures and equations for high and low outliers given in
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adjust the probability accordingly ?ro."d,rr".
for this testing were added to the
\ryS06 package (Kopittke et al., 1976a) which was compiled on an IBM Compatible,
running under MS-DOS (Appendix E). No outlier was found for the stations used for
flood frequency analysis. Although in LPIII plotting for some stations some events
fell outside of the 6Vo and. 957o confidence limits but these were close to the 6Vo a;o:d
gSVo conftdence curve. It was decided to use all data as normal flood events. There
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Figure 3.2 LPIII analysis for station 4W505504 (Annual Series)
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3.5 HomogeneitY of Region
A prerequisite of the regional flood frequency analysis approach is the identifrcation
of the regions that are homogeneous with respect to the flood frequency behaviour of
the watershed (Wiltshire, 1986). Accurate flood estimates are possible if the
underlying flood frequency distributions a¡e simila¡ at all sites in the region. A
requirement to test for the homogeneity of the region is therefore necessary.
There are two requirements for the successful identifrcation of a homogeneous
region as suggested by Wiltshire et aI' (1986) :
. a method of quantifying regional homogeneity; a¡rd
. a method of grouping hydrologically similar basins into homogeneous regions.
Wiltshire (1986) applied a procedure to the basins of Britain by grouping them into
five groups based. on basin area, average rainfall and urban fraction. Four of these
groups were homogeneous with respect to the coeffrcient of variation of the annual
maximum flood series.
There are various methods for grouping basins into homogeneous regions but it is
better to identify the region by either flood statistics or basin characteristics rather
than by geographical space. When using geographical space, regions are assumed tcr
be homogeneous in terms of their hydrological response but this cannot be
guaranteed as neighbouring basins can be physically different. Not withstanding
this, regions can be grouped as proposed by \Miltshire (1986) :
43
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by factor analysis which forms groups of basins having similar basin
characteristics but with only qualitative judgements regarding their
homogeneity of flood response;
by cluster analysis which forms groups of basins cha¡acterised by specific mean
annual flood and coeffrcient of variation; and




The results by applying such multivariate techniques depends on the manner in
which the technique is used. Cluster and factor anaiysis are both sensitive to the
scaling of the data. The best way of defrning a region is to group the basins together
which are hydrologically similar and then to interpret the groups in terms of basin
characteristics. This procedure was followed for the British basins using cluster
a¡alysis to group the basins together having similar Cvs and specifrc mean annual
flood,s. Discriminant analysis was then applied to differentiate between the clusters
on the basis of basin characteristics (Wiitshire et 41. 1986). In this analysis the
specifrc mean annual flood describes the spatial intensity of the average maximum
flood and Cv represents the year to year variability of the annual maxima.
Lack of homogeneity is a common practical problem in flood frequency analysis. The
catchment characteristics can be totally changed during the period of records. Some
aspects noted include construction of farm dams, storage levees and improvement of
hydraulic capacity of channels. Even the change of the nature of land use, such as
different farming practice, reafforestation, urbanisation, and soil conservation work
is very common. In a few cases it is possible to adjust the recorded values according
to the different type of change. However these aspects indicate that the estimation
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of design floods for a static environmental condition should be carried out with
caution.
In this study, a homogeneity test has been undertaken with 22 stations in the Mt
Lofty Ranges using the Langbein's homogeneity test (Dalrymple, 1960). The data
for each station has been tabulated in Table 3.4. The ARI (column 9) has been
determined using the discharge value equal to the average flood ratio multiplied by
the mean annual flood (QZ.3g)' The average flood ratio is obtained by averaging the
ratio of the 10 ARI year nood (Qt0) to the mean annual flood or 2.33 ARI year flood
(eZ.Sg). The values of Q10 and QZ.3B are obtained from LPIII curve (Appendix D).
The adjusted, period of record (column 10), is the number of years of actual record
plus one half the number of years the record was extended' The lower limit and
upper limit have been tabulated. in Table 3.5. These values have been taken from
the paper by Gumbel (Lg42). Details can be found in Dalrymple (1960).
The ARI (Column 9) has been plotted against effective length of record (Column 10)
as shown in Figure 3,3. The frgure shows that the regions are not quite
homogeneous. Two points fall outside the upper limit, while there aIe four points
that would fall outside the LPIII graphs. These four points result from the stations
in Table 3.4 where the ARI greater than 1000 in column 8. For Myponga, scott,
Echunga and Inverbrackie Creeks, Q1OOO values are respectively L7 '3, 77 'L, 23'6
and 13.1 m3/s and the Q100 values are 16.9, L6.6,29.2, and 13.1 m3/s. The LPIII
curves for these stations are extremely flat for the higher ARIs' From the above
discussion, it is therefore diffrcult to develop a grouping for these stations'
Another alternative method. that has been applied is a multivariate technique such
as cluster analysis, to form gïoups of catchments or to identify objectively
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homogeneous hydrological regions characterised by specifrc .mean annual flood
(qMAF) and coeffrcient of variation (Cv) as shown in Figure 3.4. Qn¡¡¡ describes the
spatial intensity of the mean annual maximum flood (Wiltshire et al., 1986). It can
be defrned, as the ratio of Qmean to area. In this study, Qroo has been taken for
cluster analysis. The Cv of a flood series is a measure of flood variability from year
to year and is related to the steepness of the flood frequency curve' Other forms of
cluster analysis have also been tried. These include, Cv plotted against a
dimensionless flood (Qsp) which was obtained by dividing the a¡rnual maximum
flood by the mean annual. flood (Qt0g/Qmean), and Sk plotted against Qttl¡¡. Cv vs
Qrvrer gave the best result.
The Figure 3.4 shows three groups in each graph, while one falls in the third 8rouP,
two or three falt in the second group and the rest of the data falls in the frrst group'
Grouping in cluster analysis is not uniform ald as the third and second groups
contain only one a¡d two stations respectively, the whole region was considered as
one homogeneous group.
The cluster analysis was undertaken using the Cluster Procedure in the SAS
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TABLE 3.5
Column headed Tl, and T\r respectively give the lower and upper limits of the chart for
hom
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WÀRDr S MINIMUM VÀRIÀ¡{CE CIJUSTER ÀÌiIÀIJYSIS
Plot of Cy*QMAF. $rmbo1 is value of CLUSTER
(NoTEr 2 obs hidden. )
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Figure 3.4 Cluster analysis for homogeneity test
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Geographical regions in the Mt Lofty Ranges exhibit a poor degree of homogeneity
with respect to flood frequency curves as tested by two different methods. Although
it is quite possible that the resulting solution in terms of basin groupings may not be
unique ie different basin characteristics may produce a statistically signifrcant
result. Regional homogeneity requires that catchments be similar with respect to
various factors such as topography, geology, rainfall intensity, rainfall seasonality
and flood producing weather patterns (Boyd, 1978).
In the UK flood studies report (NERC, L975) the British Isles was divided into two
geographical regions, while in the beginning Britain and Ireland were considered as
one homogeneous area without any statistical testing of the hydrological uniformity
of the regions. The regions can be selected on the basis of general geographical
similarity. It was decided to keep Mt Lofty Ranges catchments as one group
according to geographical similarity as there were insuffrcient stations to divide the






'When sufl-rcient stream flow data is available in catchments, an appropriate regional
flood estimation method can be developed which then can be applied to ungauged
catchments. Flood frequency estimation methods can be used when sufficient data
is available.
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In the regional flood frequency method used in this study, the appropriate flood
events are selected and extracted from the continuous record of stream flow at each
station to calculate the probability of each flow event. A frequency distribution is
then frtted to the data for each catchment. The parameters of the frtted distribution
are then empirically related to the catchment characteristics. These can then be
applied to estimating the design floods for all ungauged catchments in the same
region. The frequency distribution relates the magaitude of an event to its return
period. It can be expressed either by a mathematical equation or by a plotted curve'
The curves or equations are based on different factors such as catchment aiea,
stream length, stream slope and. other climatic and physiographic factors such as
mean annual rainfall, Vofotest, To]urbar,) Toruta) and soil type'
When only short term records are available and there is a need to extrapolate these
record,s, it is ad.vantageous to assume specifrc mathematical forms of frequency
distributions for the hydrologic data (BelI, 1969). Distributions can be represented
by a straight line through the scatter points on special graph paper such as log-
normal, semi-log, extreme probability or'Gumbel' paper.
Regional flood frequency studies have been used to obtain regional estimates for
some time. The Index flood method of regional flood frequency analysis has been
one of the most popular and widely used methods of providing flood information at
ungauged catchments since it was frrst described by Dalrymple (1960). The method
of multiple regression described by Benson and Riggs has been used widely (Potter
et al., 797L,IE.Aust, 1987).
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4.2 WSO6 Frequency AnalYsis
4.2.L Introduction
The computer program WS06 for frequency analysis has been used for frtting the
distribution to the flood d,ata of selected series for each station. The WS06 package
calculates the statistics of normal and logarithmically transformed data including
arithmetic mean, stand.ard deviation, coefficient of skewness, probability for the
chosen plotting position and average reculTence interval, average exceeda¡rce
probability and magnitude of flow for each distribution type (Kopittke et al., 1976).
A test for outliers has been developed and added to this program which prints the
value of the lowest and highest outlier that is considered in the analysis. If any
flood data falls outside this outlier limit, provision is made to adjust the probability
in the program using the equations described in Australian Rainfall and Runoff
(IE.Aust, l-987).
Split analysis which is required for the consistency and accuracy test of flood data is
included in the program. Three tests for accuracy and two tests for consistency are
available. To d,etermine the best distribution type, WS06 - Frequency Analysis uses
a'goodness of frt'test which includes the difference test, modifred difference test, chi
- square test and modifred chi - square test. The 'goodness of fit' test allows the
selection of the best distribution type according to the best frtting of the flood data.
Several probability functions can be used for flood frequency analysis. There is no
particular probability function which is universaLly accepted, because of the different
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regional watershed conditions and climatological factors' However for Australian
conditions Australian Rainfall and Runoff (IE.Aust, 1987) recommends the LPIII
distribution. McMahon et al. (1981) analysed 172 Australien streams and suggested
that the LpI11 distribution is the most appropriate for estimation of extreme flood
discharges.
The important criteria in selecting the probability function are (chong et al', 1983):
. It should be a theoreticatly based function; and
. It should extract the maximum information from the data available'
In this study, ten probability functions were examined to determine the best
frequency distribution for the 22 catchments. Eight distribution types were selected
for comparison of results (Table 4.1). The distribution types Power Tlansform
Normal and Normal are discarded from frnal selection. The plotting position is
selected according to the IE.Aust (1987) recommendation.
4.2.2 Distribution undertaken in the Analysis
The following ten d.ifferent distribution types were fitted to the flood data for each
station
1. Pearson Type III (PT3)
2. Log Pearson Type III (LPIII)
3. Normal (N)
4. Log Normal (LN)
5. Gumbel (G)
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Power Transform Normal' (PTN)










Least square method; and
Graphical method.
The graphical method relies on the plotting of the observed maximum flood flows on
various probability papers to determine the best frtted distribution type to the
plotted flood values. The analytical methods rely on computing statistical
parameters of the flood series including mean, standard deviation a¡d skew
coeffrcient. The method of moments and maximum likelihood method are the most
popular techniques for estimating the function parameters with a computer' In this
study, the method of moments is used for the analysis of the probability function. In
the method of moments, the sample mean, standard deviation and skew coeffrcient
a¡e used as estimates of the corresponding distribution parameters'
Fitting of the distribution to the data by the method of moments follows the
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where,
Í = mêan of peak discharge data
S = standard deviation of data
K(T) = frequency factor for return period T
X(T) = discharge at return Period T
The equation 4.1 can be considered as the basis for all the distributions.
The brief description of the distributions are given below (Kopittke et al., 1976b)
Pearson Type III : This distribution may be regarded as a form of the gamma
distribution and uses a three parameter function. The values of K(T) are
determined from the exceedance probabitity and the coeffrcient of skewness.
Log pearson Ty¡re III : Estimation for this distribution is carried out in the
logarithmic d.omain (base 10) because the distribution is much easier to defrne in the
logarithmic values. The procedure used irr practice for this method is to frt a
pearson Type III distribution to the logarithms of the original values. This is a
three parameter dis tribution.
Normal distribution : This method uses a two parameter function and the values
of K(T) are determined from exceedance probability. In the Normal distribution the
expression is :
X(T) = p+oK(T)
o = standard deviation
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Log Normal distribution : The Log Normal distribution applies the frequency
factor to the logarithms (base t0) of the data' This is a two parameter distribution
and a special case of LPIII when the coefficient of skewness is zero'
Gunbel distribution : This is a two parameter Fisher Tippett Extreme value
distribution. In the Gumbel distribution the expression is :
where,
A = Euler's Constant'
The Log Gumbel applies the frequency factor to the logarithms of the data'
Potter distribution : This distribution method is similar to the Gumbel with a
correction factor which allows for the number of years of data. For greater than 100
years, the two distributions are nearly identical. The expression is :
K(r) = - S rA + ln rr^. ,|) r
K(r) = - $ rA + ln rr". ,|l I G.2- 0.002N)
The log Potter applies the frequency factor to the logarithms of the data'
Fisher fippett Type III distribution : This method uses a three parameter
Fisher Tippett Extreme Value function which has an upper bound' This is also
known as the WeibuII distribution.
In the case of the log d.istributions a usual practice is to calculate the sampling
varia¡ce or standard error in the log domain and to add some multiple of this
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quantity to the estimate in the log domain. This is represented in the real domain
by the multiplication of the estimate by some factor (NERC, 1975).
4.2.9 Goodness of Fit Test
Fitting of a frequency distribution to flood data for the purpose of estimating floods
at different average recurrence interval or annual exceedance probability is a wideiy
used technique. However the main diffrculty arises in choosing the appropriate
frequency distribution, especially when a number of distribution types frt the flood
data equally well. In practice, the choice of distribution for the flood frequency
analysis at a site is not easy. The form of the distribution chosen is dependent not
only on the method of estimation but also on the choice of 'goodness of frt' index' The
numerical measure of 'goodness of fit' is referred to as a 'goodness of frt' index'
Therefore the 'goodness of frt' index is useful in discriminating between different
distributions for the same application.
Goodness of frt indices have been carried out for 10 distributions on the data for the
22 slations. The tests which have been used to determine the 'goodness of frt' of the
distribution to the plotted data are the (Kopittke et al., 1976a) :
. Difference test;
. Modifred Difference test;
. Chi - square test; and
. Modifred Chi - square test'
For the best 'goodness of frt' greater emphasis is placed on the Difference test and
Chi - square test. Because the Modiflred Difference test uses the bottom half of the
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flood data and. the Modifred. chi - square test uses the bottom 80vo of the
distribution, they are given less attention or importance in choosing the best
distribution type. Split record testing was not performed as suffrcient length of
records of data were not available to carry out this particular test'
In the frtting of a distribution type to the flood data, the 'goodness of frt' test is
essential though it is not a sufficient criteria to select the method that will give the
best estimation of flood frequencies'
Difference test : The Difference test compares each data element in the ranked
series with the theoretical value for the same rank' The summation of the absolute
value of the difference is then divided by the mean annual maximum peak
discharge.
where,
Xi = ith observed value of the flow
Xi' = ith theoretical value of the flow for the same rank of xi'
1= rneân of observed flows
The modif,red difference test foliows the same procedure for the difference test as
described above but it uses only top half of the ranked data in the analysis' This
test is usually performed in addition to the difference test.
Chi - square test : Chi - square test compares the observed and expected
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freedom at 2 for the two parameter distribution and 1 for the th¡ee parameter
distribution.
The test statistic is
k
^t^2= t (oi -E¡)2 tøi/\c 
-1t
where,
k = no of class intervaLs
Oi = observed no of observations in the ith class interval
Ei = expected no of observations in the ith class interval
The modifred Chi - square test is used on the bottom 807o of distribution of ranked
data.
4.2.4 Results of AnalYsis
The'goodness of fit'test results are shown in Table 4.1. The numbers indicate their
position from 'goodness of frt' test. The lower the sum the better. A comparison of
results of the ten distributions is given below :
I,og Pearson Type III gives the best frt to the partial series;
Pearson Tlpe III provides the best frt to the annual series;
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Pearson Type III, Log Pearson Type III, Fisher Tippett Type III, Log Normal
distributions frt the data weII.
Normal, Log Gumbel, Log Potter, Gumbel, Potter distributions are poorly frtted to
the data.
As LpIII gives a reasonably good frt to both series, it has been selected for the flood
frequency analysis. The LPIII distribution is frtted to the logarithms of the flood
data. The natural data is frrst transformed to logarithms and then the statistical
parameters (Ioga¡ithmic mean, sta¡rda¡d deviation and skew coefficient) are
computed. Other reasons for the selection of the LPIII from the ten distributions
It is the most commonly used distribution type. Computer progTams aIe
available for analysis and. plotting of data for this particular distribution such as
in IIYDSYS.
For Australian condition, it has been proven to be the preferable distribution by
different researchers (IE.Aust, 1987, McMahon et al., 1980)'
Although it d.oes not give the best results for the annual series data, to be consistent
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NOTE:
P III = Pearson t}?e 3
LPIII = Log Pea¡son type III





LG = Log Gumbel
LP = Log Potter
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4.3 I:IIDSYS - ComPuter Package
IIYDSYS - a time series data management system is a system for the storage,
editing, retrieval and analysis of time series data and related information 
(Heweston
and DanieII, 1988 & IrrDsYS, 1990). It runs on IBM PC and compatible
microcomputers. Flow data records for each station lvere obtained on floppy disk
from the Engineering and water supply Department of south Australia'
Information on the d,ata availability and quality was extracted from the ITYDSYS
archive
The flow records for all the stations have been analysed using IIYDSYS programs'
Each station has a database of peak flow values updated by ITYPEAKS, a routine
progTam under IIIDSYS, which extracts annual, partial and monthly series of
peaks in a form suitable for importing into the SERIES and PEAI(TIME databases.
The databases a.re used by IffPL3 to perform a LPIII anaiysis (Heweston a¡rd
Daniell, 1988 & FIrDSYS, 1990). The partial series has been extracted by looking
at Qunr and Tvr¡¡ in the station description databases. According to IE.Aust 
(1987)
the base discharge or QurN should be selected such that at least N peaks can be
extracted from the whole records where N is the no of years of record' The best
results a¡e obtained when K = N (IE.Aust, 1987). Therefore Qrurn was selected such
that the value of K is between N and 2N.
Independ,ent peaks are extracted by selecting T\¡rN. lnrn¡ is seiected on the basis
that it is greater than the maximum time separation between the independent
peaks. Peaks which exceed Qrr,rw and are spaced T\ant apart or more are considered
as independent events and are entered into the series frle. When multiple peaks are
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spaced less than TMw apart only the highest peak is taken' TTTPEAKS ensures that
there are the same number of monthly and partial peaks as there are annual peaks
as weII. This is achieved by discarding excess partial and monthly peaks'
The LpIII analyses are performed using the program IIYPL3 according to the
method described. in IE.Aust (1987) for annual, partial and monthly series. The
analysis itssumes one peak for each year of record. In cases where peaks have been
deleted for some reason, or in cases of zero peaks for annual or partial series, a
conection is applied as described in IE.Aust (1987) section L0.7.2.
The LPIII results for both partial and a¡nual series are listed in Table 4.2 and
Table 4.8. Most of the stations showed similar values at the ARI of 100 and 200
year for the annual series data, which shows that extrapolations beyond the ARI of





peak Discharges at diperent Average Recurrence Interval (Annual Series) Extracted from LPIII analysis





Sx = Logarithmic Standaril Deviabion of the series
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4.4 checking Results of ws06 with those of ITYDSYS
LPIII cuwes were drawn using IIYLPS, a routine program under IIYDSYS archive'
The peak flow values at different recurrence interval ranges from 2 years to 200
yea-rs obtained from IfYLPS are compared with those obtained from WS06 flood
frequency analysis. Both of the computer packages give similar flood frequency
analysis for LPIII d.istribution for both annual and partial series. WS06 also
provides the analyses of other distribution types which was not possible to check
against I1yDSYS as I{IDSYS has provision of analysing only for the LPIII
distribution.
4.5 Relationship between 10, 26, 50, and 100 Year ARI Peak
Flows
A¡ effort has been made to establish a relationship between f]ne 25,50 and 1-00 year
ARI dischârges with the lO-year ARI discharge to calculate 25,50, and 100 year
ARI peak flows from 10-year ARI peak flow quickly for ungauged catchments. Table
4.4 shows the relationship for annual. series and Table 4.5 for partial series. The



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Estimation of Flood Peaks from catchment
Characteristics
5.1 Introduction
To estimate flood flows on an ungauged site, the regional flood flow analysis is a
widely used method.. Regional regression methods are developed using correlation
analysis of peak flood flows at gauged sites against measured basin characteristics.
This correlation analysis can be carried out either by using statistical correlation
techniques or by using graphical methods.
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Results of the multiple correlation technique can be representêd either in the form of
equations or in entirely graphical form, such as a set of curves covering all the
necessary relations. Graphical methods have been used in many regional studies'
It is the simplest method of applying the results to the ungauged catchments. In
most of the studies it is found that the peak flows are strongly correlated with
drainage area.
In this study, a relationship has been established between flood peaks and
catchment characteristics in the Mt Lofty Ranges. Previous investigations in South
Australia have been limited. and based on the probabilistic rational method (EWS
Report No. 26, 1986), relating mean annual flood to catchment a¡ea and rainfall
intensity. In this study many characteristics of the catchment, physical and
meteorological, which could influence the flood flows have been considered. A set of
equations have been derived from which the flood at a given recurrence interval can
be deduced. Although the estimation by use of an indirect method is less reliable
than those based on the direct analysis of records at a site, it is the best available
method for ungauged sites.
In this study, regression analysis has been carried out for both annual' and partial
series. The coefficient of variation (Cv) and the skew coefficient (Sk) have been
included. in the analysis to enha¡ce the equations. 'When the number of years of
record at a site is not very long then any additional information about the flood
regime that can be ad.ded, through the catchment cha¡acteristics can be of benefrt.
After establishing a regression model which gives an adequate frt to the data, it is
necessarT to check the validity of the model before it is used in practice. Data
splitting or cross validation can be an effective method of evaluating a regression
7l
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model. A duplex d.ata splitting+ algorithm has been described in Snee (1977) can be
useful. In this study, due to scarcity of data, it was not possible to carry out a
splitting test. Al,I of the stations have been used in regression model and tested on 3
other stations.
It might be possible for the developed model to give a good frt to the known data and
a poor prediction of new data. To have a very good model, a large data base of flow
records is required to develop and test the model, particularly if a large number of
predictor variables are used.
5.2 Choice of Catchment Characteristics
The choice of catchment characteristics to be used in the regression analysis has
been made by careful consideration of the factors which could contribute most in
determining the size of flood peaks'
After precipitation reaches the ground in any form, physical characteristics of the
basin are responsible to convert it to runoff. Although meteorological factors such as
temperature, wind and evaporation may have effects on the runoff, it is generally
controlled by topographic characteristics of the basin. Among these characteristics
some are stable such as area, stream length, stream slope, while others such as 7,
forest, 7o urbanisation are variable'
* D"t. splitting : The reasonable way to proceed is to split the data into half by two sets.
The fïrst set of data is called estimation data which is used to estimate the model coeffrcient
and the second half or remaining data is called prediction data which is used to measure the
prediction accuracy of the model (Snee, 7977).
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A set of hydrologic factors which are completely independent are preferable, but this
is not always possible. Draioage area appears to be the most important variable'
Higher peak flows generally occur from larger areas as the volume of rain that falls
on it, is larger than from smaller catchments. Most of the other variables that are
chosen may be related or dependent on drainage area except rainfaLl which is a
climatic factor. The magnitude of rainfall can be considered as independent of the
catchment but average rainfall i-ntensity varies with the size of the drainage alea
a¡d rainfall intensity d.istribution varies with the topography of the basin'
A strong correlation has been found between the area and Iength of a basin and
therefore length is not considered. in the regression analysis in this study. The
interdependent factors in multiple regression analysis can lead to invaLid and
illogical relationships. There is some degree of mutual interdependence existing
between climatic and topographic factors and the topographic factors a¡e also
interrelated (Benson, 1964). Because of their interdependence, it is sufficient to
consider only one or two factors i¡stead of many, for a good correlation analysis.
In this study, eight regression equations have been evaluated using different
variables for a range of average recurrence intervaLs including 2,5, L0,25,50, 100,
and 200 years. Some variables have not been considered because of unavailability
or the fact that they are d.iffrcult to collect such as soil type index, soil moisture and
other soil characteristics. The interpretation of the regression coeffrcients might be
simpler when the independent variables are uncorrelated.
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5.2.1 Topographic Characteristics
The most influential factor in determining the size of flood peaks, from the
topographic characteristics was the drainage area of the basin. The other factors
which have been used in the regression analysis are : slope of the basin, shape of the
basin, Toforest, Vowtban, Toru::al and %Iakes. FalI across the catchment is another
factor which is highly correlated with area and has not been included in the
analysis
Drainage area : The catchment areas of the region used in this study were
available from the report by Glatz (1985) in km2. The range of catchment areas in
this study vary from First Creek at 5.0L km2 to North Para River at 708 1.'tt2.
Because there are many artifrcial storages such as farm dams in the drainage a-rea,
it is possible that a large portion of area is non contributing to the flood peak upto a
particular average recurrence interval.
The drainage alea, as expected, was found to be very signifrcant a¡rd the most
important variable affecting the peak discharge'
Length of basin : The length of a basin can be defrned as the longest straight line
that may be drawn from the outlet to the watershed boundary or the length of the
Iongest watercourse in the basin, The latter defrnition has been adopted in this
study. The length was measured by opisometer from 1:50000 topographic map
prepared by "The Department of Lands". To measure the length is quite diffrcult
especially where meand.ering of rivers is extreme. Maps of the same area, but
having different scale or dates, show varying degrees of meandering and there is no
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consistent ratios to convert stream lengths from one map scale to another. Lengths
from this study have been measured from the same scale map but from different
editions. Generally the water flows over the flood plain in a shorter path than that
followed by water within the main river channel, hence an effective length is
somewhat shorter than the mea¡der length and varies with the stage (Benson,
1964).
Length and drainage a-rea are highly correlated and although the length is not used
in regression analysis it was measured to calculate the slope of the basin'
Mean channel slope : Channel slope appears to be the next most important
variable to drainage a-rea in estimating peak discharge. There is no unique or
universally accepted way of evaluating slope. Some hydrologists have used the total
drop from the head of the longest watercourse to the catchment outlet which is
called 'average area slope' (Sa), which is used in the analysis. Some studies have
used 'equal area slope' (Se) while others have used segments of the main channel,
such as the lower three-quarters (Bernard et al., 1960). Some studies have used'85-
10 percent slope' method (slope between 85 and 10 percent above the gauged outlet)
in order to evaluate slope along the main channel (Benson, L964). The simplest
method of expressing slope of the basin is to divide the difference in elevation
between the upper and lower end of the channel by the length of the channeì.
In this study the slope has been taken as ratio of the change of altitude and length.
'Where length is measured along the longest watercourse,
Change in Altitude : The change in altitude or faII is a factor which has no direct
influence on flood. peaks. There are some factors which are not easily evaluated but
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may vary with fall, so the fall acts as a surrogate of their combined effect (Benson,
1964). Because of these other related factors the fall might show some relation to
the variation in flood peaks'
In this study, fall has not been used in regression equation, but it has been
calculated to evaluate slope. The fall has been calculated from the difference of the
contou¡ value at the head of the longest watercourse and at the gauging point for
each catchment. The contour interval was 10 meters for the topographic map of
scale 1:50,000.
Basin shape : The basin shape is determined from the ratio of length a¡rd area
(UA). The basin shape is not signifrcantly related to the peak flows when compared
with d¡ainage area and. Iength. In the regression analysis if both area and length
are used, then shape does not add any further information as area ald length
provide the measure of shape of the basin. In the regression analysis of this study,
basin shape has been used instead of length. Shape factor (LIA\ which is a
measure of shape could a-lso be used as a factor. From this investigation basin
shape was found to be more sigaifrcant than the shape factor which was then
discarded.
Land cover : The land cover for each catchment such as Tofotest' Torutal,
%urbanisalion, Tolakes was collected from The Department of Environment and
Planning. Softwood, hardwood and natural vegetation were included in the Voforest,
while orchards, vineyards, non irrigated and irrigated crops, and pasture are
included in the Torural factor. The land cover has been expressed in percentage
area. It should be noted that both the character and areal extent ofland use varies
with time.
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studies have shown that urbanisation increases the peak discharge, by a signifrcant
amount (Knee, 1990), whereas certainly there is a relationship between amount of
forest cover on the catchment and the peak rate of discharge. It was however,
decided that urbanisation and forestry are the more likety land use classes to afÏect
floods.
Artificial or natural storages can effectively reduce the rate ofpeak discharge' such
storages include lakes, ponds, s\üamps and reservoirs and are expressed as Volake 
or
the surface area of water as a percentage of the total area' The number of lakes'
ponds, reservoi¡s can be measured from maps whereas the size or volume of storages
can vary with the seasons of year and from year to year' Their extent depends on
the publication data of the map and on the mapping standard.
5.2.2 Meteorological Characteristics
Besides the physical characteristics, the meteorological characteristics are also
considered in predicting the peak d.ischarge. There are a number of meteorological
characteristics such as average annual rainfall, intensity, number of rain days,
temperature and evaporation that could be considered' In this study only average
annual rainfall has been considered'
Average annual rainfall : Rainfall is the meteorological factor from which runoff
results. Precipitation varies during individual storms, from year to year and from
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place to place. The average annual rainfall has been prefened in the reglession
equation as a measure of rainfall.
Average annual rainfaLl for each drainage basin has been determined from the
isohyetal map prepared by the EWS at a scale of 1:100,000' The average annual
rainfall values were estimated at the centre of each drainage basin'
other variables : The number of farm dams, the coeffrcient of skewness and the
coeffrcient of variation were also considered in predicting the peak discharge'
Among these the number of farrn dams has a good correlation with the peak
discharge and it seems to have a considerable influence on the flood flows' The
number of farm dams therefore was considered as one of the factors affecting flood
occurrence although the actual numbers were difficult to obtain. The number of
farm dams were determined using the 1:50,000 topographic map series. The extent
of farm dams depended on when the map v/as made'
The number of farm dams has increased signifrcantly each year becâuse of the
increased population, new farms, and extension of existing farms' Most of the
available maps were published in 1980 or before that period. It was therefore
diffrcult to get a count of the correct number of farm dams. The method to get the
best count of farm d.ams would be from recent photography of the catchment areas'
This was not done in this research work. For this study, the number of farm dams
have been assessed from two different editions of maps. From the rate of increase in
each year a rough estimation of farm dams at the end of 1990 has been made' The
coeffrcient of variation a¡rd the coeffrcient of skewness are estimated from the
analysis of maximum flood values.
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TABLE 5.1
Range of catchment variables used in this study
Note : As log values used in regression analysis, the zero values of U has been
replaced by small amount such as .001 to eliminate logs of zero.
Area (A)









































Catchment characteristics Unit Maximum Minimum
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5.3 Regression Analysis of Flood Quantiles w.ith catchment
Characteristics
In this section the equation relating the flood quantiles to the catchment
characteristics is described. The method used to derive the relationship is multiple
lins¿¡ regression. Multiple linear regression is an expression of simple regression to
frt a straight line to the experimental data. The general equation that has been
adopted in this study which includes all statistically signifrcant variables is in the
form
QT = a Ab Rc Sd De Shf ¡lg Uh Rui lal Stk CvI
5.1
where a is the regression constant, b,c,d,e,f,g,h,ii,k,I are the regression coefficients













Predicted peak discharge at recurrence interval, T
Catchment Area (k-2)
Average Annual Rainfall (mm)
Basin Slope (m/rm)
Number of Farm Dams
Basin Shape (LelÐ
Percent Forest (%)
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The parameters described above are the independent variables used in the analysis'
The dependent variable used in each regression was the flood peak discharge of a
specifred return period of 2, 5, LO, 26, 50, 100, and 200 years. The flood peak
discharges were calculated by frtting the LPIII distribution to both the annua] series
and partial series. The LPIII frequency curves have been drawn using TTYDSYS.
The multiple regression method provides a set of equations for calculating the peak
discharges at different recurrence interval.s using appropriate topographic and
meteorological variables for the ungauged catchments. The best equation is the one
containing the maximum number of independent va¡iables although other equations
can be used depending on the availability and reliability of the independent
variables. If the specifred return period for design is not given for the derived
equation, the design flood peak can be obtained by calculating the flood frequency
curye for the particular ungauged catchment. The desired peak value at a certain
recurrence interval can be derived from the curve.
In hydrological analyses, the logarithms of the variables are often used in the
regression equation. From various studies it is known that peak flow discharges are
linearly related to the basin characteristics if the logarithms of each are used
(Dalrymple, 1960, Acreman, 1985). Therefore, discharges at each reculrence
interval and the basin characteristics are tra¡sformed to the logarithms before Lire
calcul ations are performed.
To make the above non linear equation into iinear form, the following equation can
be written,
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Both the multiple regression analysis and the correlation analysis have been carried
out using the software package SAS, a suite of statistical computer programs (SAS,
1988).
The fi¡st question after frtting a regression is "how good is it ?" There a¡e several
ways of describing the goodness of frt of the regtession equation. It can be described
by the coeffrcient of determination (R2), the standard error of the regression (SE), or
the prediction error (PE).
The strength of the relationship between the flood peaks and the various
independent variables is measured by the standa¡d error of estimate. This
represents the degree to which the variation in flood peaks may be explained or
alternatively how well the peak discharges estimated from the regression equation
approximate the observed peak discharges used in the regression analysis.
As a measure of the association of the variables, the standard error of the regression
(SE) was used. The standard error SE is defrned as the square root of the ratio of
the residual (actual values minus estimated values) to the calculated value. It was






SE (Vo) = 100 * { N
N = number of observations
Qest = estimated discharge from regression equation
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The set of regression equations from SAS output for the different variables at
different recurrence intervals a¡e listed in Table 5.2 for the annual series and Table
5.3 for the partial series. The eight equations that have been derived using different
















A, R, S, D, Sh
A, S, Sh, F, rJ, Ru, La




Multiple regression is a purely statistical technique, although care has been taken in
choosing independent variables on hydrologic grounds. There is a problem in using
the regression equation in the estimation of a peak discharge at a given site when
the values of the independent variables a-re outside the range of values used in the
regression analysis. Extrapolation beyond the observed range of the independent
variables can be considered to be risky and the applicability of the derived equations
beyond the range of these values is unknown.
The regression equation is also not applicable to rivers which are afTected
signifrcantly by regulation, diversions, and dams. The peak discharge at any site
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regression equations can be improved by dividing the study area into hyd¡ologic
regions in which the basin characteristics in each region are similar.
The main advantage of the multiple reglession method is that individual flood
frequency distributions can be obtaitted for each catchment. The computed flood
peaks for different reculrence intervals from the regression equations are listed in


























H, S, D, Sh
S, Sh, F, U, Hu, La
R, S, D, Sh, F, U, Ru, La, SK Cv
A S. Sh, F, U, Hu, La
A R, S, D, Sh, F, U, Bu, La, Sk Cv
d S, Sh, F, U, Ru, La






















































































































































































































































































































R: Average Annual Bainfall
S : Basin Sþe
D : Nun¡ber o{ Farm Dams
Sh: Ëasin Shape
F : % Forest
TABLE 5.2 (Contìnued)
Regress'ron Equal'nns (Annual Series)
U : % Urban
Bu: % Rural
La : %Lake
Sk : Coefficþnl ol Skavness
Cv : Coefl'rcient of Va¡iation













À, S, Sh, F, U, Ru, La





R, S, D, Sh
S, Sh, F, U, HU, LA





R, S, D, Sh
S, Sh, F, U, RU, LA
A R, S,0, Sh, F, U, Ru, La, Sh Cv
A, S, Sh, F, U, Bu, La














































































































































































































































































































S. Sh, F, U, Ru, La
R, S, D, Sh, F, U, Ru, La, Sk, Cv
A, S, Sh, F, U, Ru, La
F. S, D, Sh, F, U, Ru, La, Sh Cv
S, Sh, F, U, Bu, La


































































































































































































































































































































A, H, S, D, Sh, F, U, Ru, l¡, Sk Cv
S, Sh, F, U, Bu, La
R, S, D, Sh, F, U, Ru, La, Sk, Cv
A S, Sh, F, U, Bu, La
H, S, D, Sh, F, U, Fu, La, Slç Cv












S, Sh, F, U, Ru, La
A, S, Sh
























































































































































































































































































S : Basin SIçe
0: NunberdFarmDams
Sh: Basin Shape
F : % Forest
U : % Urban
Ru : % Hural
L : %Lake
Sk : Coeffrcþnt of Skavness
Cv : Coet[nient of Vañalion
a,b,cd,e,f,g,h,i,j,(t : Fìegress'roo Co€fl'Eients
Ot¿ptí 5 : Ettifltiû 4 Fld P6Ir
TABLE 6.4
No!€: For sch 8t¿tion upPer valÙe8 sre frco flood fæquercY EDlYais 




















































































































































































































































































































































































Ottpt.t 5 : Etlifltiû q FlØd P4lt
TABLE 6.5
Not¿ l For sch .tåtion upper vålÙê5 ¡rc ñtm fl@d fñquoncY analYrir 
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5.4 Results of Regression Analysis
The most important variable has been found to be the drainage area which was
expected. Eight regression equations with different combinations of catchment
variables have been evaluated and an effort has been made to frnd the best
combination for estimating flood flows. The correlation matrix is obtained as part of
the regression computations. The correlation matrix expresses the degree of
correlation among the independent variables and between the dependent variables
and each of the independent variables. Table 5.6 shows a simple correlation matrix
between QtO (1g-year ARI peak d.ischarge) and the independent variables. The 10-
year ARI flood was chosen as it might be closely related to floods of higher retu¡n
periods.
Length is highly correlated with area (0.99) therefore length was excluded from the
regression analysis, shape (length/area) used instead. AIso fall has not been used in
the equation because of its effect is included in the slope variable' The number of
farm dams has a high correlation with other catchment variabies and also the
percent of rural.
The correlation matrix also shows some nonsense relationship such as the average
annual rainfal.l related to QfO by negative (-0.54) correlation that means as âverage
annual rainfall increases, Q1¡ decreases. Also slope shows same relationship (-0.7a)
ie as slope increases, Q1g decreases. Hydrotogically these type of relationships are



















































































































































































Chapter 5: Estimation of Flood Peal<s
Benson (1964) described that for the same size of drainage area, Iarger slopes wiII
produce larger floods which is partially supported in this study. From Table ó.2 artd
Table 5.3, it can be seen that the exponent of slopes are negative for the lower
recurrence intervals whereas positive for the higher ones. For method 8, the
exponent of slope is negative for all recrurence intervals while for method 7 it is
positive for all recrurence intervals. Again it can be explained as the effect of
interrelationship between the catchment variables. It is also quite possible that
some importa¡t variable is not included because of the unavailability of data or the
importance has not been recognised.
Eight equations have been developed for the Mt Lofty Ranges to predict the flood
flows. Each variable used in the regression equations has been selected to explain
some of the spatial variation in peak discharge estimate.
The variables that are used in the regression equation represent the best possible
combination of the catchment variabies to explain the peak flows. The model is
applicable only to hydrologically similar areas, with those characteristics of
physiography, geology, vegetation, elevation, and average annual rainfall that are
used in the regression analYsis'
The mean square error (Appendix C) has been plotted against ARI for both a¡rnual
and partial series as shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. Signifrcantiy better
results are shown for method 8 and method 4 while the other equations give similar
results. The residual values have been plotted against ARI for both a¡nual and
partial series (Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4). The standard error has also been plotted
against ARI for both annua-l and partial series as shown in Figure 5.5 and Figure
5.6. In both cases method I and then method 4 give much better result'
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The coeffrcient of variation has been plotted against area for both series in Figure
5.7 and,Figure 5.8 where the points show much more scatter for the annual series.
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Avøage Becurrence lnterval, T (Years)
Figure 5.1 Mean Square Error in percent plotted against Average Recurrence
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Averagp Recurrence lnteNal, T(Y€aß)
Figure 5.2 Mean Square Error in percent plotted against Average Recurrence
Interval for Partial Series
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Average Becurrence lnlerval, T(Years)
Figure 5.3 Residual Values plotted against Average Recurrence Interval for Annual

















Average Recurrence lnlerval, T(Years)
Figure 5.4 Residual values plotted against Average Recurrence Interval for Partial






















Avenþe Fecunence lntewal, T(Years)
Figure 5.5 Standard Error plotted against Average Recurrence Interval for Annual

















Avaage Recunence lntewal, T(Years)
Figure 5.6 Standard Error plotted against Average lùecurrence Interval for Partial




































































Figure 5.8 Coeffrcient of Variation plotted against Area for Partial Series.
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6.5 Interrelationships between major Catchment
Parameters
Many geomorphological variables that describe the physical form of the catchments
have been found to be strongly correlated with area. The best correlation with area
has been fou-nd to be stream length. An analysis was undertaken to derive





L = main stream length ( km )
S = main stream slope ( m/hm )
A = catchment area ( kmz )




s = 88 ¡-0.47
S=104¡-0'75
In comparison to a previous study on Mt Lofty Ranges (EWS Report No. 26, 1986)
there is very little difference in the exponent of A (.67 in length-area and -'42 in
slope-area relationship in the EWS Report), whereas gteater difference has been
found in slope-length relationship. Past investigations have found that the
99
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mainstream length is a function of area to a po$¡er of approximately 0'6, which is
strongly supported by this studY.
Length and slope have been plotted against catchments area on log-log paper in
Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10. From those figures it can be easily seen that the
stronger relationship exists between length and area compared to slope and area. In
the slope vs aïea and length vs slope curve the points a¡e much more scattered than
the length vs area curve.
The correlation coeffrcient was -.79 for the slope-length relationship and -.8 for the
slope-area relationship. These coeffrcients can be compared with the correlation
coeffrcient of .99 for the length-area relation, which shows little scatter and followed
the statement given in (McDermott and Pilgrim, L982) that a high correlation exists
between stream length and catchment area and to a lesser degree between stream
slope and area or stream length.
Gaty (1961) reported in his paper that the slope of the main stream can be inversely
related to the parameters of length and area as a simple power equation. In this
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Figure 5.9 Length (km) plotted against Area (km2).
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Chapter 5: Estimation of Flood Peaks
5.6 Graphs of Regression Coeffrcients
Regression coeffrcients have been piotted against the average recurrence interval for
both annual and parbial series. The graphs are shown in Figures 5.12 to 5.15. The
values of each coefficient vary uniformty with the average recurrence interval over
the range 2 Lo 200 years. The variation among the coefTicients is not consistent over
the range of ARI. When one coeffrcient increases a¡other decreases. The partial
series gives better graphs than annual series.
For the annual series results three graphs have been plotted. Figure 5.L2 fot
method 1 using only the regression coeffrcient for catchment area' Figure 5.13 for
method 6 which has 5 independent variables a¡d Figure 5.14 for method 8 which
has 11 independent variables. Figure 5.L2 shows that the coefficients are
reasonably consistent with the values ranging from -5 Lo .7 4. For method 8 a larger
variation in the area coefficient is observed ranging from .52 to 1'14. Similar results
are observed for the partial series. With the addition of each independent variable
to drainage area, the coeffrcient of area (b) increases (Table 5.2 and 5.3)' The
coefficient is positive throughout and shows the direct relationship between
discharge and area.
Another important coefficient is for the average a¡nual rainfall, where the positive
value throughout all recurrence intervals shows the existence of a direct relationship
with peak flow values. The coefficient for shape gives negative values throughout
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Slope is the most important factor after drainage area. But in this study slope
coefficient is negative for a range (2 to 25 years) of ARI. The negative values are not
reasonable as peak discharge should increase with the increasing slope'
Coefficient of Tourban gives positive values throughout which was expected as
discharge increases as urbanised area increases but %Iakes also gives positive value
which was not expected as storage causes a reduction in flood peaks. The Vofotest
coeffrcient is al.most negative throughout which is reasonable. The Tonnal coefficient
is positive for a range of recurrence intervals because as more land is changed from
forest to rural, peak flows become higher.
In the case of the number of farm dams, method 8 gives negative values which was
expected but method 6 gives positive values which is not reasonable. It would be
expected that an increase in the number of farm dams would reduce the flood peaks.
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Figure 5.12 Regression Coeffrcient (b) plotted against Average Recurrence Interval
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Figure 5.13 Regression Coeffrcients for five independent variables plotted against































Avøage Recunerce lnterval, T(Yean)
Figure 5.14 Regression Coeffrcients for aLl independent variables plotted against
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Figure 5.15 Regression Coefficients for all independent variables plotted against























Chapter 5: Estimation of Flaod Peaks
5.7 Revision of Regression Analysis
In case of annual series, some problem may arise in fitting a frequency distribution
to the data set if it contains a number of low o:r zero values, which usually occur in
small, arid-region streams. The problems that may happened can be listed as
(Benson et aI., 1969) :
. Commonly used distributions do not frt such a set of data.
. If a logarithmic transformation of the data is being used, logarithms of zero flows
are not useable in a computation.
In the Adelaide Hill's Catchment area most of the stations contain zero and low
values. Twelve stations out of twenty two contain a number of low values less than
1.0 m3/s. For annual flood series, the peak flood values of the stations which have
very flat LPIII curves, have been checked. For those stations, very low values
especially values less than 1.0 m3/s a¡rd those that fali beyond 5% and 9ó7o
confrdence limit curve \ilere discarded. In this study most of the LPIII curves have
negative skew values. These stations usually have low outliers. Because of the
modification most of the stations show better values while Marne River, Currency
Creek, and Myponga River do not show any improvement.
In this study, the procedure as described in IE.Aust (1987) has been followed to
modify the frequency distribution of annual series data. In this study, the \MS06 -
Computer program has been modifred which discards the iow values from the data
set and adjusts the probability accordingly. From the adjusted exceedance
probability (%) peair. discharges at different recurrence interval have been calculated
by plotting on probability graph paper.
r07
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Table 5.7 shows the revised set of regression equations for the average recurrence
interval 2 to 200 years where Index of variability (Iv) has been used instead of
coefficient of variation (Cv) and Table 5.8 shows the revised results for annual series
data. In Figure 5.16 the revised mean square etror has been plotted against
average recurrence interval In Figure 5.L7 a comparison of the graphs of annual,
partial and revised annual series are shown. From this graph it can be clearly seen
that revised annual series gives a higher mean square elror than the a¡nual series,
which was not expected. Because of the modifrcation, the length of record decreases
as many stations contain a number of low values. Probably the graph represents
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R : Avrage Armual Rainfall
S : Bæin SloPe
D : Number o[ Fm D¡ms
Sh : Bæin ShaPc
F : % Foref
TABLE 5.7 (Continued)
Revised ression Equalions al Series
U : % Urban
Ru: 7ø Rural
L: 7o\-ake
Sk : Coeffìcient of Skewnss
Iv : Index otVariabilitY
a,b,c,d,e,f , g,h,i j,k,l : Regression Coeffrcienls
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TABLE 5.8



























































































































































































































































































































































































































Av€trge Redlnerìce lnlerval, T(Years)
Figure 5.16 Mean Square Error in percent plotted against Average Recurrence
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Figure 5.17 Mean Square Error in percent plotted against Average Recurrence





















































Figure 5.18 Index of Variability plotted against Area for Revised Annual Series
þ
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5.9 concluding Remarks on Regression Analysis
Eight multiple regression equations have been developed with various combinations
of independent variables for average recurrence intervals 2,5,10,25,60,100, and
200 years to estimate the flood frequency based on peak discharge for the respective
recurrence intervaL. The stations used in the analysis vary in size of catchment area
from 5.01 km2 to 708 km2, but because of the scarcity of data all have been
considered as one group.
The validity of the regression equations was tested on three stations in the Mt Lofty
Ranges (Little Para River, South Para River and Gawler River) though it might be
not reliable as these stations are affected by a number of reservoirs within their
respective catchment areas. The prediction of flood flows for Gawler River were
quite good while for Little Para and South Para River, a large variation from
observed flood frequency value has been noticed. Method 1, Method 3, Method 4,
Method 6, and Method 8 gave reliable results while Method 4 and 8 were always the
best.
The relationships obtained between area and length, area and slope support
previous studies. The coefficient of variation has been plotted against area. The
points are fairly scattered throughout the whole range, and do not seem to follow
any pattern. By comparing coefficient of determination (R2) and mean square error
(MSE) the following conclusions can be drawn :
The regression equation with aLl variables (method 8) and method 4 gle the best
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and MSE are sigrxificantly less in comparison to the other methods while all
method.s give a close preöction at the lower recurrence interval.
The average median residuals from Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 are 1.05 for the
arlnual series and 1.04 for the partial series, which are small and support the
reliability of the evaluated models.
Coeffrcient of variation and coeffrcient of skewness appea.rs to be signifrcant
factors in predicting flood flows.
In some cases, drainage area only is able to give satisfactory resu-Its rather than
using two or more catchment variables. Tlne Toforcst seems to have a significant
effect on the estimation of the peak flow values.
The equations give a closer prediction for medium catchments with reasonable
slope (10 to 30 m/þm) while for large catchments with steep slopes the equations
appear to overestimate the peak flows.
The variation of reglession coeffrcients is uniform throughout all the ARI
considered.
For the stations with extremely low peak flows, Gumbel a¡d Fisher Tippett type
III distributions seem to be better than LPI[. When using log based





It has been difficult to classify the different catchments as belonging to a particular
region. The estimated peak flows depend on many factors and vary from one
catchment to a¡r other.
The regression model is not applicable to any stream which is affected by diversions,
dams, reservoirs, or any kind of regulation. The equations are applicable of course
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The range of MSE from low to high recurrence interval is .07 to .151 calculated'from
the log values of independent va¡iables. The model predicts flow values with a good














It is difficult to assess the accuracy of the proced.ure because inaccuracies can result
from different sources. The inaccuracies could be from data errors, measurement
erTors, inappropriate frequency analysis and inappropriate regionalisation
procedures. It is considered to be useful to discuss the errors separately so that the
user can subjectively assess the accuracy of the flood magnitude predicted' One
major advantage of regional flood frequency analysis is that a combination of all the
rtl
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records from all stations in a hydrologically homogeneous region will reduce the
sampling errors considerablY.
6.2 Stream flow Data Error
All peak flow data are subject to some measurement inaccuracies which may have
signifrcant effect on the determination of the flood flow frequency' In all of the
Iiterature on flood frequency analysis, it is assumed that peak flood values are
measured without signifrcant erTor. But in reality, at a gauging station the very
Iarge discharges are not measured but the higher flows are estimated by extending
the rating curve or by estimated measurements. Therefore these flood values could
be subjected to larger errors than those that are gauged directly.
The EWS maintains gauging stations on various creeks, streams and rivers in South
Australia. River stage heights are continuously recorded at the gauging stations.
The stage is converted to discharge using a rating curve (stage vs discharge curve)'
High outliers may occur due to errors in extrapolation. The characteristics of the
storm which are responsible for outliers or high values can be analysed to determine
whether the outlier is genuine or is caused by inaccuracy in the extrapolation.
Because the likely stream flow data errors could be quite large at the top end of the
curve, then it is likely that they will affect the shape of the frequency curves and' the
derived regional relationshiPs.
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Chong et al. (1987) demonstrated the measurement effect on the results of flood
frequency analysis in their paper. The effect of small measurement elTors are
negligible and can be neglected in absence of outliers. The presence of measurement
erTor can invalidate the results of the regional flood frequency analysis'
6.3 Measurement Error
In this study, many of the geomorphological measures which are used in the
analysis have considerable uncertainty in their measured values. Parameters such
as length, slope, fall, number of farm dams, and basin shape are measured from
1:50000 topographic maps and the average annual rainfall is measured from a
1:100000 isohyetal map which has been developed from station information of
varying length of records. There is a every possibility of error in measuring these
parameters and diffrculty in assessing the quality of measurement of these
parameters.
Stream length for a given catchment is the best example. There must be some
d.ifferences between stream length measured in the freld and those measured from
maps as a result of smoothing of sinuosities and problems in identifying stream
sources. McDermott and Pilgrim found a maximum variation of 80Vo in measured
stream length for a given watershed when examining the effect of map scale on
lengths of several hundred streams (Pilgrim, 1986). Baron et al. (1980) reported
that different map scales can cause differences of measured length of greater than
50% while variation of L0% is common in individual measurement of lengths from a
map. In Australia, scales of generally available maps vary from 1:25000 to
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1:250000. The effect of differing sinuosities shown at a different scale has received
much less attention and very little information is available on the magaitude of
resulting differences in stream lengths measured on different scale maps (Pilgrim,
1986).
Stream slope depends on the inverse of the length and is a function of map scale'
Both fall and basin shape also depend on map measurements' Areas of small
watersheds have also been found to vary by at least LOTo with different scale maps
(Pilgrim, 1986). These variations are random rather than systematic.
In the case of measuring the number of farm dams, it can be considered as an
estimated value. Recent maps on the Mt Lofty Ranges are unavailable. Some of
them having a last edition date of 1974. In this study, the number of farm dams
have been determined from old maps and the numbers are calculated for 1990 from
the estimated growth in other catchments which is not entirely reliable. There are
possibilities of uncertainty in %forest, %urbanisation, Torural and Tolakes which are
a-Iso measured from maps (from the Environment and Pla¡rning Department of
South Australia). The errors which result from these catchment parameters
perhaps could influence the relationship between flood flows and the catchment
characteristics.
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6.4 Errors in Frequency AnalYsis
Floods are a random phenomenon with the magnitude of the T-year flood depending
upon the underlyrng probability distribution of flood events and the values of the
distribution parameters.
In this study the LpI[ d.istribution has been chosen to represent the distribution of
flood flows for Mt Lofty Ranges. A distribution is assumed or chosen in accordance
with some criterion of best frt to the observed. flood series. The goodness of frt of the
distribution to the flood series has been assessed by the 'Difference test' and the 'Chi
- square test,. The distribution type was ranked according to the values obtained
from those tests. Sometimes it is difficult to assess the best distribution type
because some distributions give good results in the difference test while they gave
poor results for the chi - square test and vice versa. There is a possibility of bias
occurring when assessing the goodness of frt.
The estimation of the peak flow could be subject to measurement errors, the
magnitude of which depends upon the measured peak flows and on the length of
record. To reduce the sampling errors longer iengths of record of peak flows series
are needed. The length of record used in the frequency analysis has a signifrcant
effect on the accuracy of the derived frequency curves. There is some uncertainty
associated with assigning recurrence intervals to the recorded data and the degree of
uncertainty depends on the length of record period being analysed (Taylor et al,
1e76).
rzt
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If very long records were available it would be expected that the predicted flood
peaks at a particular frequency or return period would be quite reliable. The shorter
the period of record the greater the uncertainty in the recurrence intervals assigned
to a particular flow event. In this study, the maximum length of record available is
20 years and the range of record length is from 9 to 20 yeals' These are considered
to be very short lengths of flood peak populations and rather unreliable for the
higher return periods. This can be easily proved from the observed and predicted
flood values listed in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3 in Chapter 5. From Table 6.1 in
Section 6.5 it is shown that best correlation between the regression analysis flows
and the frequency analysis flows was found for Qtg and Q25 '
6.5 Errors in the Regionalisation Procedure
Any major local variation in climate and geology within a particular region could
result in a considerable difference between the observed values and predicted values
from the regional relationship. The precision of the regression equations for
estimating flood values can be judged by the correlation between the observed and
predicted values, listed below in Table 6.1.
r22
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TABLE 6.1
Correlation between peak flows from Flood Frequency analysis and Multiple
In this study, the annual series gives better correlations than the partial series
which was not expected.
6.6 Comparisons vrith Other Regional Studies
The only way to test the reliability of any model is to compare it with the other
methods. The EWS made an investigation on the Adelaide Hill's catchments based
on the probabilistic rational method (EWS Report No 86/26). The results obtained
from the regression analysis have been compared with those from the probabilistic
rational method. The regression method proved much better than the rationaL
method although it used a smaller length of record than that of this study. The
values and the percentage differences are listed in Table 6.2.
Partial
Series
.931 .935 95.94 953 947 .928
Annual
Series
.965 977.969 981 979 .972 961
QsQz Qro Qzs Qso QzooQroo
Correlation Coeffrcients
t23
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The gfaph of flood peak flows vs average recurence interval from observed, regional
regression analysis and probabilistic rational method for two catchments, Marne
River and Scott Creek, are shown in Figure 6.1. The graph shows that rational
method departs significantly from the observed curve whereas the regression curve
is close to the observed curve. The regression equation can improve the estimates of
flood. frequency at an ungauged site compared to the probabilistic rational method.
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TABLE 6.2
Comparison of results between regional regression analysis and probabilistic rational
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TABLE 6.2 (Continued)
Note : 7o Differencg = (observed - regression or rationa]) 
* 100/ observed value
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Figure 6.1- Comparative curves of flood peaks vs average recurrence interval








































































The objective of this study was to deveiop an improved method for flood flow
estimation. A relationship \¡r'as developed between observed peak flows and
catchment characteristics which possibly could be used in ungauged catchments for
estimating or predicting the magnitude of flood events. Eight multiple regression
equations have been developed with various combination of independent variables
for ARI 2,5, L0,25,50,100, and 200 to estimate the peak flows for the respective
recurrence interval.
After performing two homogeneity tests, it was decided to consider all stations in Mt
Lofty Ranges as one homogeneous group. An outlier test was also performed. A
program was developed to test outiiers and added to the WS06 - computer package
(Kopittke et al., 1976a). No outlier was found for the stations used in the frequency
analysis, but many low flow values were discarded'
From the flood frequency analysis the LPIII distribution was found to be the best
among the ten probability distribution types. The LPIII gives the best frt for the
partial series and the Pearson Type 3 gives the best fit for the annual series. As the
LPII gives reasonably good frt for both series, it was chosen as the distribution for
the flood frequency analysis. For the stations with extremely low values, Gumbel
tz1
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and Fisher Tippett Type III distributions seem to be better than the LPIU
distribution. For log based distributions, the logarithm of low values can distort the
distribution.
A strong correlation was found. between two m4jor catchment parameters, area a¡d
Iength. Therefore length was discarded from the regression analysis' The length is
a function of area to a power of approximately 0.6 which supports a past
investigation (EWS Report No, 1986). The number of farm dams has a high
correlation with other catchment variables but most signiflrcantly with the
percentage of rural catchment.
The most important variable was found to be the drainage area. Eight regression
equations with different combinations of catchment variables have been evaluated
and an effort has been made to fnd the best combination for estimating flood flows'
Method 4 which includes area, sk, and cv and method 8 which incLudes eleven
independent variables, as shown in Table 5.2 have the least mean square errors a¡rd
are considered to be the best methods for predicting flood flows at ungauged sites.
AII methods give closer prediction at lower recurrence intervals. The Toforest seems
to have a signifrcant effect on the estimation of the peak flow values. The coeffrcient
of variation and the coefficient of skewness appear to be signifrcant factors in
predicting flood flows.
It could be recommended that by analysing further stations a contour map of sk and
Cv could be drawn. The regression equations with the variables of area, Sk and Cv
are an extremely simple set of equations and using these equations, flood peak flows
at different ARIs can be determined \¡rith less effort a¡d time at an ungauged site'
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A detailed study of soil class could. also be valuable in this type of regional flood
estimation, as the i¡filtration index of soil can be considered important when
estimating the magnitude of peak flows.
t29
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Glossary
The terms used in this study include definitions taken from USWRC (1976) and
IE.Aust (1987) are listed below :
Annual Flood : The maximum instantaneous peak discharge in each year of
record.
Annual Flood Series : A list of annual flood peak flows.
Array : A list of data in order of magnitude ; in flood frequency analysis it is
customary to list the largest value first.
Average Recurrence Interval (ARI) : The ARI is the average interval
between years in which a given discharge is exceeded, whether once or more
than once. This is different from the ARI for the partial series, which is the
average interval between exceedances of the given discharge.
Coeffrcient of Skewness or Skew Coefficient : A numerical measure or
index of the lack of symmetry in a frequency distribution. Function of the third
moment of magnitudes about their mea¡, a measure of asymmetry.




Confrdence Limits : Confidence intervals give the range within which the
actual population is expected to lie with a selected level of probability. The
confrdence limits enclose the confrdence interval'
Distribution : Function describing the relative frequency with which events of
various magnitudes occur.
Exceedance Probability : The probability that a random event will exceed a
specifred magnitude in a given time period, usually one year unless otherwise
indicated.
Expected Probability : The average of the true probabilities of all magnitude
estimates for any specifred flood frequency that might be made from successive
samples of a specified size'
Homogeneity: Records from the same populations'
Index of Variabitity (Iv)
peak discharges.
The standard deviation of the logarithms of actual
Method of Moments : A standard statistical computation for estimating the
moment of a distribution from the data of a sample'
ouilier : outliers (extreme events) are data points which depart signifrcantly
from the trend of the remaining observed data.
Parameter : A characteristic descriptor, such as a mean or standard deviation.
partial Flood Series : A partial flood series consists of all independent floods
with peak discharges above a selected base value, regardless of the number of
such floods occurring each Year.
Percent Chance : A probabilitv multiplied by 100'
138
Glossary
plotting position : The value of the annual exceedance probability (AEP) or
average recurrence interval (ARI) used for plotting is known as the "plotting
position".
Standard Deviation : A measure of the dispersion or precision of a series of
statistical values such as precipitation or streamflow. It is the square root of the
sum of squares of the deviations from the arithmetic mean divided by the
number of values or events in the series.
Standard Error : An estimate of the standard deviation of a statistic. Often
calculated from a single set of observations. calculated like the standard





station Description : 4W426503 Aogas River at Angas Weir
Latitude: 35 : 14
Longitude: 138 : 51
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 10.16
Maximum Gauged Flow (n3/s) : 0.263
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :29.05.L964 - 04.03.1969 (a)
04.03.1969 - 26.03.1981 G)
26.03.1981 (c)
Details :
stage : Electroflow, L & S F Tlpe Float operated and L & s/ Ausl A Tvpe
Float Operated for Continuous Record a, b, and c
Control : SharP StePPed Weir
Measuring FacilitY:
Quality of Record : Poor Fair and C.ood for Continuous Record a, b, a:rd c
IJse: Strearn Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : Comprehensive
Remarks :




Firuriss River 4 km East of Yundi
Appendix A
Maximum Gauging Height (n) : 1.065
Maximum Gauged Flow (msis) : 0.062
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :08.06.1965 - 06'03'1969 (a)
06.03.1969 - 03.02.1975 G)
03.02.1975 (c)
Details :
stage : Electroflow, L & S F Type Float operated and L & s/ Ausl A Type
Float Operated for Continuous Record a, b, and c
Control : SharP StePPed Weir
Measuring FacilitY : Traveller
Quality of Record : Poor Fair and C'ood for Continuous Record a, b, and c
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks :
Station Description : 4W426529 Marne River atU lS Cambrai
Latitude z 34 :41
Longitude: 139 : 14
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 1.935
Maximum Gauged Flow (mS/s) z 4.2L
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :06.L2.L972 - 03.07'1989
Details:
Stage : L & S/ Ausl A Type Float Operated




Quality of Record: Good
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural rWatercou¡se
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Discontinued
Station Description : 4W426530 Currency Creek at Nea¡ Higgins
Latitude z 3õ :27
Longitude z L38 :42
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 1.374
Maximun Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 0.63
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 06.06.1972 -
End of Data : 08.06.1989
Details:
Stage : L & S/ Ausl A Type Float Operated
Control : Tliangular Vee Weir
Measuring Facility : TÏaveller
Quality of Record: Good
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercou¡se
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
W'ater Quality : Comprehensive
Remarks :





Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 1.148
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3is) : 0.07
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 11.05.1973 -
End of Data : 13.12.1989
Details:
Stage : L & S/ Ausl A Type Float Operated
Control : Tliangular Vee Weir
Measuring FacilitY : Traveller
Quality of Record: Good
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks :
station Description : 4W426ó57 Mt Barker creek atD /S Mt Barker
Latitude:35 :5
Longitude: 138 :55
Maximum Gauging Height (m) z 2.4L
Maximum Gauged Flow (msis) : 20.58
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :24'04.L979 -
End of Data : 08.08.1989
Details :
Stage : L & S/ Ausl A Type Float Operated
4
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Control : TÏiangular Vee Weir
Measuring FacilitY : Traveller
Quality of Record: Good
flse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural'Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
IV'ater QuatitY : ComPrehensive
Remarks:
Station Description : AW426558 Dawesley Creek at Dawesley
Latitude z 35 :2
Longitude: 138 :57
Maximr¡m Gauging Height (m) : 1'892
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 11.08
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 01.06.1978
End of Data : 08.08.1989
Details :
Stage : L & S/ Ausl A Type Float Operated
Control : TÏiangular Vee Weir
Measuring Facility : Traveller
Quality of Record: Good
LJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue








Maxinum Gauging Height (m) : 1.751
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 2.6
Period of Record:
Continuous Record z 22.07.L964 - 26.01'1968 (a)
07.03.1969 - 18.10.1977 ft)
18.10.1977 - (c)
1e8e - (d)
End of Data : 04.04.1990
Details :
stage : Electroflow, L & S F Type Float operated, L & s / Ausl A Type
Float Operated, and SDS Torrens Sotid State Logger for Continuous
Record a, b, c and d
Control : SharP StePPed Weir
Measuring FacilitY:
Quality of Record : Poor, Fair and Good for Continuous Record a, b, and c
Use: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
'Water Quality : Comprehensive
Remarks :






Maxinum Gauging Height (m) : 3'374
Maximum Gauged Flow (msis) : 13.4
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :20.04.L978 '
End of Data : 02.08.1990
Details:
Stage : Differential Pressure Transducer and L & S lype A
Control : Triangular Vee Weir
Measuring Facility:
Quatity of Record : Good
LJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
'IVater Quality : Comprehensive
Remarks :
Station Description: 4W503502 Scott Creek at Scott Bottom
Latitude:35 :06
Longitude: 138 :41
Maximum Gauging Height (m) z 2.229
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 9.16
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 28.05.1964 - 3L.L2.L964 (a)
3t.72.L964 - 02.04.1969 G)





End of Data :28.03.1990
Details:
stage : Electroflow, Bristol, L & S F Tlpe Float operated, L & s / Ausl A
Tþe Float Operated, and SDS Torrens Sotid State Logger for Continuous
Record a, b, c and d
Control : SharP StePPed Weir
Measuring FacilitY:
Quality of Record : Poor, Poor, Fair and C.ood for Continuous Record a, b, c,
and d
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
R.emarks: Telemark
station Description:4W503503 Baker Gully at 4.5 km WNW Kangarilla
Latitude:35 :8
Longitude: 138 :36
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 2.011
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 4.2
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 11.04.1969 - 18.11.1976 (a)
18.1L.1976 - 26.06.1989 G)
End of Data : 26.06.1989
Details:
stage : L & s F Tlpe Float Operated, and L & s /Aus1 ATVpe Float
Operated for Continuous Record a, and b




Quality of Record : Fair a¡d Good for continuous FÙecord a and b
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural'Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
'lYater Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Discontinued
Station Description : 4W503504 Onkaparinga River at At Houlgrave
Latitude :35 : 5
Longitude: 138 :43
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 6'701
Maximu¡r Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 184.43
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : L7.04.1973 - (a)
1e8e - &)
Details:
Stage : L & S / Ausl A Type Float Operated, and SDS Torrens Solid State
Logger for Continuous Record a, and b
Control : Triangular Vee Weir
Measuring Facility : Traveller
Quality of Record: Good
Use: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue




station Description : 4w503506 Echunga creek atu /s Mt Bold Res.
Latitude:35 :7
Longitude: 138 :44
Maximum Gauging Height (m) z 2,775
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 18.82
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :22.03.L973 - 17.09.1976 (a)
17.09.1976 - ft)
1989 - (c)
End of Data : 15.03.1990
Details :
stage : L & s F IVpe Float operated, L & s / Ausl A Type Float
Operated, and SDS Torrens Solid State Logger for Continuous Record a, b,
and c
Control : Sharp Combination Weir
Measuring Facility : Traveller
Quality of Record : Fair and Good for continuous record a and b
IIse : Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
\ilater Quality : Comprehensive
Remarks:
Station Description : 4W503507 Iænswood creek at lenswood
Latitude:34:58
Longitude: 138 :51
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 2'107
Maximum Gauged Flow 1m3/s) z 8.24
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Appendix A
Period of R.ecord :
Continuous Record : 18.05. 1972' 22.06'L989
End of Data:22.06.L989
Details :
Stage : L & S / Ausl A Type Float Operated
Control : Triangular Vee Wei¡
Measuring FacilitY : TYaveller
Quality of Record : good
IIse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natu¡al Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
lVater Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Discontinued
Station Description : 4W503508 Inverbrackie Creek at Craigbank
Latitude z 34 :67
Longitude: 138 : 57
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 0'948
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) 2 4.79
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : L7.05'1972 -
End of Data : 16.10.1990
Details:
Stage : L & S /Aus1 AType Float Operated
Control : Stable Natural
Measuring Facility : Tlaveller





Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Pluviometer at station
Station Description : 4W503509 Aldgate Creek at Aldgate Rlv. Station
Latitude z 35;2
Longitude: 138 :44
Maximum Gauging Ileight (m) z 2.t32
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 8.19
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 13.07.1972 - 22.06-L989
End of Data :22.06.L989
Details:
Stage : L & S / Ausl A Type Float Operated
Control : Stable Natural
Measuring Facility : Traveller
Quality of Record: Good
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
W'ater Quality : Comprehensive
Remarks : Discontinued
Station Description : 4W5045t2 Torrens River at Mt Pleasant
LatitudezS4:47
Longitude: 139 :2
IVIaximum Gauging Height (m) : 1.965
l2
Appendíx A
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 13.0
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 02'05.1973 - (a)
1e8e - G)
End of Data : 19.07.1990
Details:
Stage : L & S / Ausl A TVpe Float Operated, and SDS Torrens Solid State
Logger for Continuous Ilecord a, and b
Control : Stable Natu¡al
Measuring FacilitY : Traveller
Quality of Record : Good
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Telemark, Pluviometer at Station
Station Description : 4W5045L7 First Creek at Waterfall Gully
Latitude:34 :58
Longitude: 138 :41
Maximum Gauging Ileight (m) : 1'382
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) z L.2l
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 07.10.1976 -
End of Data : 19.06.1990
Details :
Stage : L & S /Aus1 AType Float Operated














Quality of Record: Good
tlse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
ÌYater QualitY : ComPrehensive
Remarks :
Station Description : 4W504518 Sturt River atU lS Minno Ck Junction
Latitude : 35 :4
Longitude: 138 :57
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 1.818
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) z 9.46
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :08.12.L977 '
End of Data : 17.04.1990
Details:
Stage : Differential Pressure Transducer and L & S type A
Control : TYiangular Vee Weir
Measuring Facility:
Quality of Record : Fair
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
ÌYater Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks :















Maximum Gauging Eeight (m) : 2.611
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 23.08
Period of Record:
Continuous Record : 10.11.1977 - 14'08'1989
End of Data : 14.08.1989
Details :
Stage : L & S /Ausl AType Float Operated
Control : Tliangular Vee Weir
Measuring FacilitY : Traveller
Quality of Record: Good
IJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
lVater Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Discontinued
Station Description : 4W505504 North Para River at T\rrretflreld
Latitude z 34 :34
Longitude: 138 :46
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 4.470
Maximum Gauged Flow (n3/s) z 7 4.6
Period of Record:









stage : L & s F Type Float operated, L & s / Ausl A Type Float
Operated,
and c
and sDs Torrens sotid state Logger for continuous Record a, b,
Control : SharP Combi¡ation Weir
Measuring FacilitY : Tlaveller
Quality of Record : Fair a¡d Good for continuous Record a and b
LJse: Stream Gauging
Site : Natural Watercourse
Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water Quality : ComPrehensive
Remarks : Telemark and Pluviometer at Station
Station Description : 4Tff505517 North Para River at Penrice
Latitude z 34 :28
Longitude: 139 :4
Maximum Gauging Height (m) : 2.130
Maximum Gauged Flow (m3/s) : 19.035
Period of Record:
Continuous Record :22.06.7977 - (a)
1e8e - &)
End of Data :24.07 .L990
Details :
stage : Differential Pressure TYansducer and L & s Type A and sDs
Torrens Solid State Logger for Continuous Record a, and b
Control : TYiangula¡ Vee Weir
Measuring Facility : TYaveller






Frequency : Continuous Analogue
Water QualitY : ComPrehensive





Equations for the homogeneity test are taken from Dalrymple (1960) :





T = rêcurrence interval
n = number of years of record
y = function of the recurrence interval T
Which means a large number of different but homogeneous records, each n years
long, probably two thirds of the estimates of the T - years flood will be within of
their most probable value of T. It was decided to make the test on the 10 - year
flood because this is the longest recurrence interval for which most records will
give dependable estimates. The following calculations are derived , where
T = 10 years






zey fJ- =2* s.4s- 6
= 6.33
TheTableS.S(ChapterS)givesvaluesofupperandloweriimitforthe
homogeneity test chart taken from Gumbel (1942)'
The output from sAS for cluster analysis has been given next.
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8.2 OutPut f rom Cluster Ar¡aIYsis









































18 . 00 '7 .220
12.75 14.510
2'15 430 l-08.8 83.2
145 l-1-85 tg:-.4 l-41-.0
310 695 54.L 48.4
2L5 4'10 28 .'l 26 .4
467 L640 l-59.3 140.1-
130 575 81.9 68.'7
185 2L5 74.9 60.0



























































































Q5 Q2 SK CV QMEAN QMÀF QSP












t2.O 1.598 0.250 109.945
8.6 1.686 0.415 109.945
1,7.0 0.403 0.406 109.945
1,23.2 0.635 0.190 109.945
13.3 1.860 0.422 109.945

































































































































Ward's Minimum variance CIuBter Ànalysis
Eigenvalues of the Covariance Matrix (For plot of Cv*Q¡¡Ap)










































Root-Mean-Square Total-Sample standard Deviation = 3 .947657
Root-Mean-Square Di-stance Between observations = 7.89531-3





















































































Ei-genvalues of the Covariance Matrj-x (For plot of Sk*Qy¡p)












Root-Mean-Square Total--Sampl-e Standard Deviation =
Root-Mean-Square Distance Between Observations
3 .892121,
7 .'7 8424r


























































































































Eigenvalues of the Covarj-ance Matrix (For plot of Cv*Qtn)







Root-Mean-Square Total-SampÌe Standard Deviation =
Root-Mean-Square DÍstance Bet\^¡een Observations =



















































































































Regression analysis is the analysis of the relationship between one variable and
another set of variables. The relationship is expressed as an equation that predicts
a dependent variable (or response variable) from a function ofindependent variables
(or regressor variables) and parameters. The equation for the ith observation might
be (SAS, 1988).
Yi = Fo + p1X1+ ei
Where, Yi is the dependent variables, Xi is a independent variables, Þo and p1 are
unknown parameters to be estimated, and ei is an error term.
The coefficient of determination (R2), the error sum of squares (SSE), the mean
square etror (MSE) and the frnal prediction error or the estimated mean square
error of prediction (JP) for each model are listed in Table C.1, Table C"2 and Table
C.3. The above statistics are defined below :
l.The error sum of squares (SSE ) = E(Yi - Þo - Frxi) 2
2. The coeffrcient of determination (R2) = 1- #
I
R2 is a¡ indicator of how much of the variation in the data is explained by the
model where,
SST0 = the uncorrected total sum of squares for the mean for the
dependent variables'




i = 1if there is an intercept, 0 otherwise.
3. The mean square elror (MSE) = ;iSE(n-p)
n = the number of observations'
p = the number of parameters i¡cluding the intercept'
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From Table C.l and Table C.2 if can be clearly distinguished that method 7 gives
signifrcantly less SSE with high coeffrcient of determination for all average
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Log Pearson T¡rpe III Analysis
The outline of LPIII analysis can be arranged in the following steps :
Transformation of the tist of n flood magnitude either annual or partial data
events YL,YT........Yn to the list of conesponding logarithmic magnitude X1, X2
.......Xn.







Computation of the standard deviation of the logarithms
>(x - M)2
n-1
Computation of the coeffrcient of skewness.
n>(X -M)2ç=Þ J(n - lXn- 2)s
Computation of the logarithms of discharges at each selected recurrence interval.
LoeQ=M+KS


























Computation of antilog of Q (as Log Q is the logarithm of discharge) to get flood
discharge Q.
The frequency cgrve can be drawn by plotting Q against each average reculrence
interval and drawing continuous ling through the plotted points. In this study, the
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Append.ix E
WS06 - Computer Program
WS06 - Computer progr¿rm has been modifred to perform an outlier test to detect
low and high outliers from the flood flow data series. The procedure in
developing the low and high outlier equations has been followed as described in
IE.Aust (1987).
In the modifred WS06 - Computer package, provision has been made to discard
extremely low or zero values as chosen by the user and then to adjust the
probability accordingly. The program has been provided on a floppy disk, and is
available from the Civil Engineering Department, University of Adelaide. The




UNT\TERSITY OF ADEI.AIDE PROGRAM WSO6
DATAAND STATISTICS OF FULLRECORD
503508 INVERBRACKIE CREEK 4.6,92
ANNUALSERIES CUMECS
NIIMBER OF EVENTS = 15
















ADruSTING PROBABILITY FACTOR(n/N) = '882
MAGNITUDE OF LOW VA],UES :
0.53 0.01
STATISTICS OF NORMAL DATA
MEAN = 7.2
STANDARD DEVIATION _ 5.7
COEFFICIENT OF SKEWNESS = 2.222
STANDARD ERROR COEFF OF SKEW = 0.580
STATISTICS OF LOGS OF DATA
LOGARITHMIC MEAN = 0.754
LOGARITHMIC STANDARD DEVIATION = 0.306
COEFF OF SKEWNESS OF LOGARITHMS = 0.233
GEOMETRIC MEAN = 5.7




NO OUTLIER.S ARE FOUND IN THIS DATA SET
ORDERED VALUES WITH CORRESPONDING RANKAND PROBABILITY
NOTE: P = 100*(M-.40/(N+.20), HIGIIESTVALUE IIAS RANKM = 1.
FOR ANNUAL SERIES ADJUSTED PROBABILITY P=P*PN, WHERE PN=N,/N
RANK MAGNITUDE P RANK MAGNITUDE PRANK MAGNITLTDE P
VALTIE OF LOW OUTLIER =












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(BOTTOM HAIF OF DATA)
CHI-SQUARED TEST
MODIFIED CHI-SQUARED TEST
(BOTTOM 80/o OF DISTRIBUTION)
3.3333 3.0000
3.3333 3.0000
0.6667 0.6667
7.3333 4.3333
3.3333 3.0000
5.3333 5.0000
3.3333 3.0000
2.6667 2.3333
TEST
EVALUATION
SMALLEST = BEST
SMALLEST = BEST
SMALLEST = BEST
SMALLEST = BEST
2.8238
1.9186
1.8719
2.0244
1.5065
2.85L9
1.8110
1.5596
1
2
3
4
I
